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VICKI VIIDIKAS

The Scaffold

They come to the door. 'Hello, how are you?' And enter a room littered with
clothes, books and empty cigarette cartons. They shuffle around in silence and I
say, 'Sit down, for God's sake.'
The Spectacles sits down on a mountain of clothes on the bed, his girlfriend
tenderly moves some papers and wine bottles to one side, then sits down crosslegged.
'We were just reading a book,' I say, 'About a 16th century monk who was in
a state of ecstasy for 45 years. At the age of 18 he suddenly realised God by
watching a tree drop its leaves. That's when he joined a monastery, the other
monks hated him. He said he was in the presence of God 24 hours a day, and
couldn't tell after 45 years whether his love for Him had increased or was just
the same.'
'Oh really!' says Lank Hair, the Spectacles girlfriend.
'Yes really,' I nod, 'It's rather incredible isn't it?'
'Did they make him a saint?' Lank Hair asks.
'I think so, but they persecuted him most of his life.'
'How ignorant people are,' Lank Hair twists up her mouth into the shape of
a mouse's arsehole. Her little beady eyes stare out at some invisible judgement.
'He sounds really interesting,' says Spectacles, 'I'd like to know more about
him.'
Eugene shuffles among some rubbish looking for the particular book. 'What've
you been up to anyway?' he asks Spectacles.
'Oh we've been to a few Galleries today,' says Lank Hair, 'Quite good some
of them, though rather immature. We went to Hoggs Gallery and saw an exhibition of three young painters. Very interesting . . .' And she extends the word
'very' like a piece of rubber tubing, as if the sound in itself is profound.
'Who were the painters?' I ask.
'Oh one of them is a close friend of mine you know ... She's really brilliant,
and quite well known.'
Spectacles is mouthing invisible sounds on the mound of clothes, looking lopsided with his long legs stuck out in an awkward manner, having not got a word
in yet. Lank Hair is swaying on the floor in her yogic position. Jesus! I haven't
had visitors for a week and I'm finding this rather strange. I don't feel like I'm
communicating, but what's communicating? I'm tired of this question. I've made a
snap judgement. Because I'm feeling alienated or expect more from conversation?
But it always seems to come down to this barrier of words, erected between people
like a scaffold we hang ourselves on. Hooking our thoughts on this structure of
sounds as if our entire life depended on it. It does. It doesn't. I love words, I find
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meanings by exchanging noises with other people, by sharing feelings. Nothing
unusual. I grunt. You grunt. I extend a paw towards you and our fingers interlock.
I may only be seeing the me in you become the reflection in me which I think is
you-but it's fun. These grunts and howls we shoot in each others' direction. The
gestures which go with it-the eye rolling, lip slinging, muscular sensation of the
whole body in motion. Communication? Yes I'm definitely hooked on the idea.
Sounds or silence, they make my ant life go on. They float me in that sea of
islands where word bridges seem to join us. Illusions? Maybe, but words tossed
out like nets between us make me very excited. I'm a sucker for hard yakker.
Eugene ignores Lank Hair and says. to Spectacles, 'The monk's name was
Brother Lawrence. He was lame and always falling over things. They gave him a
grotty job in the monastery's kitchen for years. He'd forget to turn up for mass,
but as he said he was always in the presence of God this didn't matter. The other
monks thought it did, they hated him for his happiness.'
'But surely if he was in a monastery he should've been disciplined?' protests
Lank Hair.
'Why? He was never out of the presence of God, so who cares about superficial rules? He never stopped practising his belief, don't you think that's amazing?'
But Lank Hair is very disturbed. Her mind is running out all this ticker tape
about rules and commitment to them as being the only proof of their validity. The
ticker tape is just running out over the floor, tangling itself in clothes and book
covers, knotting itself round shoes and wine bottles..
'Let's have a drink,' I say.
So the four of us sit there in the chaos drinking a bottle of cheap claret, trying
to communicate, our grunts and squeaks filling the room with contradictions. I
could feel walls between us, a giant scaffold with tongues and egos hanging from it
in s.trips. Lank Hair was so technical, she insisted on logic and moving from A to
B to C in a very unimaginative manner. She tossed her hair and stretched her neck
like an ostrich with its head stuck in a bog. Spectacles kept trying to get a word in.
Her mind sifted through things like sorting out dirty laundry. She was totally
humourless and had to dissect and rearrange everything. Like: 'Art makes order
out of the chaos of nature'-ugh, old simplistic rationalisations like that. Who'd
ever imagine nature doesn't have an order of its own, which perhaps she can't
understand? The audacity! And things like: 'In Europe they always serve thin
slices of lemon with tea, but in Australia they give you wedges, sort of ugly
chunks.' But slices or wedges flavour the tea just the same.
We decide to smoke a few joints and Lank Hair sits there woodenly pursing her
lips, and after a few puffs begins to cough.
'Are you stoned yet?' I ask.
'No I'm not, I find it very difficult to smoke grass with tobacco in it. In Europe
I left a trail of vomit behind me because I got turned on everywhere and the
tobacco made me sick.'
'Don't you smoke cigarettes?'
'Oh no, they're bad for the lungs and impair your breathing you know.' (I
know. I'm not a purist.)
'I could make you a joint without tobacco,' I splutter.
'Oh it's alright, I don't get sick anymore, I've got over that,' she coughs.
Well! The scaffold has burrs and barbs all over it. Jumping butterballs! We're
little islands in a damn sea of emptiness. Burble, burble, our grunts and squeaks
are hollow. We drown in our differences.
Brother Lawrence the monk in ecstasy has been left behind. We listen to a
Stevie Wonder record but Spectacles and Lank Hair think the music is too slick
6
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and orchestrated. Funnily enough they think the music is too structured. So Stevie
Wonder is left behind. What's the point in discussing if the music is technically
good or bad? It all boils down to feeling and we all feel differently. So back we
go to our islands. The scaffold towers in smoke and confusion and we hang from
it separate and ridiculous. Right?
In the car we talk about paintings and Lank Hair is saying Francis Bacon
paints people like monsters, that what's important about him is the way he uses
paint in little strips like the Cubists! that his monster faces are in strips if you
look very closely. I look close but don't see it that way, and neither does Eugene.
We can't agree on anything. Our words make this scaffold where we fall off into
alienation. Or we hang there with twisted hopes and moorings, each hearing a
different truth.
We park the car and walk up stairs into a Spanish cafe. We sit facing each
other across a table, we light cigarettes (different brands) and start arguing about
which wine to order. Then we sit back and relax and talk about jobs, the nuclear
tests in the Pacific, the alienation of people who live in cities. Eugene looks around
and says he thinks Spanish people are terrific, that he loves the way they shout at
each other. Lank Hair says she doesn't mind some of them but he shouldn't put
them on a pedestal.
'I'm not putting them on a pedestal!' he shouts, 'I just like their directness with
each other.'
'Directness in itself doesn't have to be a good thing,' says Lank Hair.
'Jesus!' screams Eugene and charges off to the Men's.
I sit there for a moment then get up and rush to the Ladies. There's smulchy
guitar music being piped through above the washbasins. There's fluorescent light
tubes above the mirrors and an air conditioner blocking the window. It rattles
like a bear in the throes of asthma and drowns out most of the music. I notice the
rose wallpaper is peeling off around the washbasins. I stare at myself in the mirror
and see all the little bumps and pores in my skin magnified by the fluorescent
light. The air conditioner doesn't stop howling and I don't know if it's better or
worse than the smulchy guitars. It's a laugh. I imagine the crows' feet around
Brother Lawrence's eyes from having spent his life in ecstasy. And here I am
whacked, listening to an air conditioner and thinking about scaffolds.
I walk back to the table. The four of us face each other over Flaming Omelette,
Squid in its own Ink, Garlic Prawns and Barcelona Chicken. The waiter gives
Eugene the wine to test. He smacks his lips and I giggle and say, 'Why don't we
send it back? That'd be a laugh.' But Spectacles and Lank Hair don't laugh and
the scaffold is made of human flesh and frustration-in strips. The cook in the
kitchen is sweating like a pig and his cap is lopsided. The waiters shout at him and
his face gleams like a tropical bulb. Human voices are a roar in my ears. An evil
looking Spaniard throws a breadroll at a waiter. I cough on a chicken leg and
Lank Hair tells me I shouldn't eat so fast. We finish the meal, square the bill and
leave. Down the stairs go 8 legs-we form a ghastly human caterpillar. Eugene
and I decide to see an Abbott and Costello movie at a late show, but Spectacles
and Lank Hair decide to go home.
Abbott and Costello are corny. Brother Lawrence is a madman. Stevie Wonder
is slick and orchestrated. Francis Bacon is a monster and a Cubist. Cigarettes and
joints are a health hazard. Spaniards are too emotional. Wine should never be sent
back. The scaffold is a desperate need. The days are long and shaky.
"There needs neither art nor science for going to God, only a heart determined
to apply itself to nothing but Him, for His sake, and to love Him only."
Brother Lawrence
WESTERLY, No.1, MARCH, 1976
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STEFANIE BENNETT

Emily Dickinson's Log Book
that i should propagate
this
my concern of
one woman's dying, ever belt up a detachment (however
artificially relevant) in order so's not
to make of it mere 'speciality'somewhere there's
a beach
pure naked
except for tide. & somewhere
an exquisite Shipwreck that winks
like the last lone morning . . . .
the sky, too, unbends.
hardly rippling
leaves of foolscap
fall
the waters. the Wreckage is making note upon
note, is
(for the Believers)
forming
words into amphibia.
at best
some
will
return bearing sailors by the Old school, the
gypsy
weary of the Hereandnow. at worst
-& weren't cannonades
stylised
for ventures such as these? (hang the Risk)!
always
there is
(a reminder my Believers)
this multiple beach, tide, the hint of Sorcery
& a woman found standing
torchlike
within the Stars.

8
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GARY LANGFORD

Hot Stone

Summer heat
sang over the city
& she walked
within the city
take heart
... so easy for people to say as though by mere words alone she would be cured.
I don't want to die, she had said over and over and people had said she wasn't
going to die. Yet she knew this summer would be her last. She could feel it like
a hot stone inside her heart. They were running tests at the hospital by the river
where the city's first settlers had settled, building their tiny huts out of sod and
wood.
She had been warned not to get her hopes too high, there was a chance but . . .
A life full of buts, don't dream of things you can't have, her mother had always
told her, climb and you'll be knocked down, sing and you'll be shutup.
She loved the sun. When she was a girl she used to spend all her holidays at the
beach, lying in the hot sand and swimming in the blue swirl of sea. The sea would
carry her. She believed it would never end as she would never end.
Two children, wasn't that the right number in a world choking with people, and if
you thought about it you could feel guilty for even bringing them into the world.
One boy, one girl and a husband who was moderate and considerate. What more
could she hope for?
Alw'ays dreaming.
ii
I dream of impossible things.
NOW weighs heavily upon me as people flow around me, all the things I was
going to do, they mock me and I stare at the faces who are carried along in their
deep silences. Death follows them and their medical insurance plans, yet they are
as unaware as I was. Cars gun in a stream just beyond the window.
Think of the children, mustn't frighten the children, but dammit I want to be
considered, not the children. I'm the one whose body is full of cancer, why
shouldn't they learn that life is a frightening number of possibilities?
If I had known I might've acted differently.
WESTERLY, No.1, MARCH, 1976
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iii
I prayed to you God but no amount of comfortable platitudes makes you come
any closer. We always went to church and my husband said prayer would comfort
me but it doesn't. I wish it would. Things might be so much easier then. When my
children saw me crying they asked me why and I said all sorts of silly things. My
husband treats me like a child as though I'm going to die tomorrow and I keep
telling him I want to be a woman while I still can, but he makes love like he's
robbing the dead. Waiting for miracle cures that never come.
iv
Why is life so easy on some people and not on others? When I think of some of
the ones I hated at school, the successful ones that seemed bathed in a golden
glow, I can almost scream. Yet we are told justice will find us in the end, good
wills out, virtue prospers when all along the world dances to another tune, deeper
and darker, made of wars and battles of the soul.
The river shimmers in the sunlight, green where trees overhang and silver fishes
dart. Ice creams and children running in the sun. I wish there were spare bodies
about that we could inhabit when our own suddenly collapses.
Tears sparkle in my eyes.
v

Waiting, even here a queue, others also waiting, I wonder what they're suffering
from. We all sit in the vastness of our silence and I stare in alarm at the clock
above me on the opposite wall. It's my turn soon and I'm afraid that at last I'm
going to hear what I've been trying to avoid. A sober doctor will shatter the tiny
ray of hope that I still have left, yes, I admit that, clutching at the last straw
handed to me.
Counting the days off.
You're next Mrs McKay.
Walking, following the sick looking stockings and floating through a door.
Hello.
Sit down.
Stare.
Afraid.
vi
The city rushes through me. An operation, can't be absolutely certain but we may
catch it in time and me staring at the smiling doctor and not saying anything.
Nothing certain, nothing guaranteed, even now it's the same. I thanked him and
he handed me a card with my next appointment on, saying, now that we know
we'll operate very soon and I believe you'll be as good as new. I thanked him
again and walked out past the faces sitting in the waiting room.
Walking in the heat of street, blue of sky.
The knot in my stomach remains.
I try to think what I'll make for tea.
What I'll say to the children.
Their day to day lives
will fly like birds
around me.
10
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ROSEMARY DOBSON

Doctor Jessen and William Shakespeare
Fruitful indeed are the researches of Doctor Jessen
In the systematic development of pollen analysis.
Interglacial deposits of Denmark, investigated
For pollen, yielded great numbers of macro-fossils.
Jessen pursued with energy the co-ordination
Of micro and macro-fossil determination.
Therefore, the stratigraphy of peat-mires, estuaries
And lake-beds, examined with a new precision,
Enabled him to determine the locality
Of other interglacial deposits with considerable accuracy.
May we not, then, expect ratification
In exact scientific terminology of the exclamationFie, fie, this world is an unweeded garden
And the rank and gross in nature possess it merelyThe time and place of utterance, and some explanation
Of the extraordinary intuition of William Shakespeare?
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GARY LANGFORD

from Strange City
Stage One

Clouds of mustard & green drift in over the city
buildings roar in the dark & neon signs splutter
the all night bird ponders
Time & bell
as the Civic Centre dances with the music
of an age of empire & revolution

Herr Beethoven
He knows the hours
& minutes have root in him
where men have dropped in their belief
for simply to return
is an impossible journey
& the Watcher discerns
people searching
in the motionless da wnlight
also waiting for great things
to happen
music of genius

A touch in the crowd
can still send the mind racing back
as the years unfold their tongue
& the song is sung

12
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ii
Lights flick on faces
in camouflaged rooms
the Watcher
&
consults
stares
his
watch
at
the
moon
Out on the streets
an old man pokes about the tins
a 10 foot cigarette
to
ignites
the
the
east
sky
& the mouth of a golden woman
with golden thighs
the Watcher
softly
sails
through the light
& disappears
down
into
the
night
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ROSS FITZGERALD

Your sign is shrapnel:
'No Entry' splintered in a cold white light.
I sodomize all trespassers
Huddle like a sentry in the dark.
Your death will not set the seal.
o blind and two-faced,
withered and mutilating angel
i forgive you
mother can you hear me?
What colour are your eyes.

FAIRLIE SZACINSKI

Tableau
In the cast heaviness of the dri pdry day, I took a long road home.
Quite suddenly, round four, when
filtered warmth had half-dried streets
and sorrows, I chanced on a Greek
trio, outlined by a shaft of sun,
grouped together on a verandah
like a Holy Family, yet animate.
For a moment I shared their secret;
now I recall how a fenced backdrop
of beaten rugs and straw mats gave
an answer to that pale sane day.
14
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ALAN ALEXANDER

N uytsia Floribunda
But for the request, I would have bestowed on the flowers
of this wilderness only passing admiration.
-Georgiana Molloy to Captain Mangles.

Stand still child, your hair finds
All the sweet stems of the bush. There. There.
Wild smells bring sleep to native children
But mothers must hem their summers as before
And know the very pith of desolation. I thread my needle
On hope, I stitch the broad water of the Blackwood
All the way to the bar, ruffling the dark cloth over my knees
As if it were time and soft to my bidding.
You sir, your grand absences. Is our Governor humoured.
I dread the truth when the wind is up,
The long calamity of this Southern Ocean.
Is there no ripeness a drudge puts on
Beyond the hardstone of the days, the energy of men
Curled up like smoke against the karri. I am sad
In my own body. And yet a stranger chooses me.
Yonder are the fruits of his request. Come see Captain,
Your pressings are ready. Every seed clean.
What engulfments lie together. This is your Kennedya,
And this the Boronia, and small, small harvest
The parasite Floribunda for my drowned son.
How delicate they are, these stars at random,
Warm thoughts of the wilderness. Am I perhaps
A woman loved. All night in this lonely world,
In my scorched kitchen, the gems of my becoming sing.
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CHRIS WALLACE-CRABBE

Puck in January
The moon is full as a goog floating
in a mackerel-backed sky
Outdoors, nine-tenths bare,
I feel liquidly cool right through
And hear a far-off dog bark
faint messages of insects
The warm stars seem to go walking
all over my body
Which feels. nippy and brisk even though
the mind drags seasonably
Sometimes it is quite easy to be happy
fit as a Mallee bull
My very name
has wandered away.

When
When the world was full of frogs croaking
and pines rushing through the sky
I came to believe that none of this. would ever change
and nor would I.

16
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Poem In the Chinese Manner
Glinting treetops brush the stars.
Midnight clouds are white
in the moon's eye.
My hammock rocks a little, easily.
Wherever you may be wandering
across the world's rind
through foreign falls of music,
moonlight will come upon you soon enough.
Silver blessings go with you, then.
No tears.
Walk securely through heat and salt and rain,
tossing your head
just as I remember you,
cheeky spitter of cherry-pips.

Politicians
They never seem to want to do
The things you always want them to.
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COLLEEN BURKE

Going on Holidays
Due to personality splits /
other incidental
fractures
matters
we were running late.
The taxi driver
talkative slow
driving we
said the plane goes in 10 minutes the
speedometer dropped ..
In the backseat we bit
each others nails off tore the ends
of our nerves to stop them from
fraying
-see their thinkin' of bringin' back
hangin' in Queensland good thing too
like to be a hangman in me spare time
extra money like just brought me cab,
a bit of land like to have some cash in
hand believe in hangin' killers
hhmY'know would like t'win 2 opera
house lotteries
one's enough for me
-na two-still drive me cab wouldn't
change anyone
we opened the left hand door
jumped we
could still hear him
talking as we
hit the
bitumen

18
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The Wreck
Wind scrolled
waves
slope around
me splicing
my hull
to fractured motions
of ruindark tides.
Bound i am buried
by scrubbed brass
keening
the empty canvas of my
dead sails.
Anchored
in wreckdeep
tides
slowshadows
wing down
the darkness of my waiting
till i ride
the. seas
again
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JAMES CORBETT
In threatened air
(for Catherine Karolyi))
I

I swim in threatened air,
afraid, where shadows nest,
where cuckoos lay a course
to pluck accommodation.
All day, I hear the
of branches leap; I
the wind become a
of light, the shell a

crests
watch
pearl
rose.

Who, now, unwings the wave,
that leaf; who mutilates
my world, who fells my sea
until he logs the tide?
II
Indeed, his golden mind
compels that finger through
the world. Indeed, his hand
gra bs out against the waves:
those aromatic waves
which bud and fruit, breakers
of pine upon the rock:
my whole world in his hand.
My world, not his. My world
while seasons flow; my world
or none if with that hold
his dreams invest my sea.
III
I am the ark, the crew,
the coupled beasts. At night,
impatiently, I launch
myself on concrete foam.
I map new almanacs
from static stars of glass.
All night, the golden hand
detects my voyage; that hand
presumes to port my helm.
What mountain would I keel
with him? What welcome find?
What olive and what dove?
20
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IV
Obsessed by waves, by pines,
my clanging buoys are cones.
Guide me, tonight, past shoals
to wake the fluid hills!
There, in my rooted sea,
goose-winged, I splice the sky.
There, if I run aground,
the elements are kind.
There, when that rippling bark
unrolls, I ride, I tack.
No gybe could scandalise
my sail, nor gold my ways!
V

Tomorrow, he donates
a square, the park where trees
resemble trees, but clank.
At ten o'clock, the birds
are set to play in tune,
a different track each hour.
And roses blow a scent
around the seats, along
the path, and through the gate.
The park goes out at nine.
The roses stop. The birds
go off, and night comes. on.

VI
Air of the sea of pine,
shell of the pearl, the rose,
tomorrow all begin
fresh in a world we choose.
Tomorrow, all our world,
air, the sea, and the pine,
shell of the rose, the pearl,
moves together again.
Sea of the pine, the air,
rose of the pearl, the shell,
tomorrow or today
all in our world share all.
WESTERLY, No.1, MARCH, 1976
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w.

HART-SMITH

Jellyfish
Jellyfish are bells
adrift from their towers,
wraith bells from ghostly carillons.
Jellyfish are ocean-flowers
set free from their stems,
a pure gelatinous sensuality.
Jellyfish are hearts
that continue to beat
when all the blood's drained out.
The sun casts a shadow
of their trailing tentacle strings
on the sand in the clear shallows.
Jellyfish, with transparent, sensitive rims,
they are bells, in the sea,
ringing inaudible requiems.

Facts
They tell me the moon is not huger,
swollen when it comes up orange
over the horizon: it's an illusion.
Remind me to measure it
at midnight, with a ruler
when it will be overhead.
If we're not in bed.

22
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Altamira
One held the resined pine branch
which gave a pulsing yellow flame
with a taper of black smoke,
while the other painted
using a stick, the end of it chewed
so that the fibres held the pigment
ground of ochreous clays and haematite
mixed to a paste with fat and human spittle.
In the deep recesses of those caves
as in the imagination itself
bringing the outside world inside
under control,
captured the bison and the deer.
To make the thin straight line of a spear-shaft
in the throat of a deer,
a fragment of charcoal on the palette.
U sed the straight-edge of a bone
to steady his hand.
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w.

HART-SMITH
Scramasax
By hap
that which falls
fitting, convenient.
Perhaps, by hap: happily
That which
lucky and fortunate
falls into its right place
by chance
into the moment's scabbard.
The scramasax from the Thames
is a literary document of great value
the lettering and decoration
are in brass and silver wire
It is inlaid with the Runic alphabet
or rather, 'futhorc', the series
not beginning with Alpha Beta
as in the Greek
but with FUTHORC.
The back
has an inscription
partly in Runes
and partly in Roman characters.
Sea is the fishflood. It lifted
the whale's bones on to the mainland
The ocean became turbid
where we were swept aground on the shingle
A single sword, a scramasax
engraved with a word-clue
in the Thames mud

as it happened

They found a sword.
"Scramasax"-Anglo-Saxon knife-shaped sword.
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An Interview:
William
Hart-Smith *

In 1924, at the age of twelve, William Hart-Smith emigrated to New Zealand
from England with his father and mother and a younger brother and sister. His
father was a retired banker.
Due to a series of uprootings, as well as ill health, his formal schooling was
brief-less than seven years in all, in Scotland, England and New Zealand.
From the age of fifteen, when he had to leave school to help support the
family, Hart-Smith earned his living as a self-taught radio-mechanic. He built and
operated a 'ham' radio station in his 'teens, played competitive football and had,
as he says, not the slightest interest in literature, let alone poetry, until the age
of 21 when there was what amounts to a sudden conversion. The incident is
described in the interview that follows. The interviewers are Veronica Brady and
Bruce Bennett.
BB:
WHS:

When did you begin writing poetry, Bill?
In 1932, when I was 21. I had one poem published. It was in the Saturday
Supplement of the Auckland Star, in 1936, a few months before I left for
Australia where my father had got himself stranded, penniless. I thought
I was made. Walked into the Editor's office. He wasn't there, and I found
a huge pair of shears on his desk and put them on my poem, the points
pointing to my name.
I was repairing radios, house to house on a motor-bike, in those days.
My customers couldn't make it out-Hart-Smith with a poem in the Star.

*William Hart-Smith's poems have been widely anthologised. His books of verse are Columbus
Goes West (1943), Harvest (1945), The Unceasing Ground (1946), Christopher Columbus
(1948), On the Land (1950), Poems of Discovery (1959), The Talking Clothes (1966),
Minipoems (1975).
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I went across to Sydney in 1936 to see what had happened to my father.
I landed with ten quid. He seemed to be alright so I went on down to
Hobart to stay with an aunt and find work, partly in order to support
mother in New Zealand.
Something happened the moment I saw Australia. I loved the trees, the
rocks, the colour. It was all familiar. I felt I knew it. It was like coming
home. So new poetry happened at once, mostly environment inspired.
Some twelve months later I moved to Sydney and after rescuing my
father and sending him home, an invalid, and guaranteeing a debt of his,
began showing my poems around.
A friend said this is what Rex Ingamells of the Jindyworobak Club is
looking for. Why don't you send him some. I did. I had an enthusiastic
letter back from Rex and I was accepted at once as a full blown Jindy
from then on. The poems were published in an early Jindyworobak
Anthology, for '38 or '39, I've forgotten which. Rex appointed me Editor
for the Club in N.S.W. I edited the Anthology during one of the war
years, when I was in the Northern Territory.
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You've been writing pretty consistently since then?
Yes, prose as well as verse. It's been like trying to live two lives at once,
one earning a living, and another trying to develop as a writer. I've lived
by writing, from time to time-advertising, radio-copy. But I really prefer
to do something else, with my hands. I become a radio mechanic from
time to time.
Could we go back to the Sydney scene for one moment? You published
also in the Bulletin, and Douglas Stewart was then editor. Did you know
Douglas in New Zealand?
No. I knew of him, admired his work very much, knew he had gone to
Australia. I had read "The Fire on the Snow" and also heard it broadcast, in New Zealand.
Now I must tell you ... this world of literature was still a new and
strange world to me. I was still a radio mechanic. One evening in 1932
I was in the Auckland Public Library browsing among the radio books.
Wrongly replaced among them was one called Birds, Beasts and Flowers.
I was curious, opened it and began to read and was so fascinated I took
it back to a table and read it cover to cover.
From then on something took off in me. I read everything of Lawrence's
I could lay my hands on and, naturally, wanted to emulate him. So here
is a self-taught radio-mechanic suddenly discovering poetry and trying to
write it, with no knowledge of literature and very little of spelling and
grammar.
I wonder, too, if Lawrence made you feel at home in Australia?
Lawrence makes me feel I am or can be at home anywhere because I
find we share that strong feeling of the uniqueness of any physical
environment. Others have it, of course.
To me, the Australian environment was so very Australian. New Zealand
used to depress me terribly. I was always looking for New Zealand ...
New Zealand bush. It has changed in a hundred years so vastly ... the
bush is vanishing ... exotic trees flourish more marvellously in New
Zealand than in the lands they come from .. poplars, pines, willows ...
even the Australian Gum ... whereas the native New Zealand bush, once
it is interfered with, once some of the timber is cut out, becomes invaded
with weeds and once cleared or burnt it never recovers. To me, New
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Zealand is becoming, to a certain extent, like a few English counties
transplanted in the Southern Hemisphere. But Australia is still Australia
-unique. Wherever I looked in Australia there was colour and shades
and hues and shapes that blended with the contours of the landscape. In
New Zealand I was always aware of a clash, of many discords.. The
shapes of the alien trees do not relate to the landscape. It made me feel
uncomfortable.
VB:

What you are suggesting is that you understood more about the Jindyworobak movement than they did themselves. Because, as an Englishman
coming here, you realize that Australia faces you with this total difference. In one sense I don't think they had that notion at all. They had a
vague sense of themselves being bound up with aboriginals.

WHS:

The conception of what Jindyworobak meant varied from member to
member. I don't think it's fair to generalise. Some were more sensitive
to the environment than others. Rex had a tremendous sense of mission
about it, how it was being spoiled ... but I think in him it was related
more to an acceptance of the Aborigines as a proud, unique and fascinating people with a rich culture in their own right and that we should
graft ours on to it and not destroy our ancient roots. It was his contention
that they had much to give us, something we had lost. Although we live
here we have no roots in the land. They had, very deep.
I felt this in New Zealand. Both Pakeha and Maori living in a cultural
no-man's land, while here in Australia I have actually seen a few stoneage people still relating to their environment in the marvellous way they
did. Neither Rex nor I, nor anyone else as far as I know, advocated going
back to live like them. But we did think they could teach us something,
about how to relate. There was a lot of nostalgia at work in Rex. I didn't
feel this in myself. The Aborigines and their ancient culture salvaged my
spiritual life, re-created and gave form to it. We felt we had a mission in
this area. No movement, in my experience, has. been so grossly misunderstood and distorted as the Jindyworobaks. It was seen as nationalism,
primitivism, and goodness knows what.
Can you suggest ways in which you feel your poetry has developed since
the 1940s?
I imitated the style of poets I liked best. Lawrence at first. Then, in the
forties, I read a lot of modern American poetry. The great variety of
style and method fascinated me. I had found that trying to write in
metre inhibited me, whereas writing more freely, as these American poets
seemed to do, didn't check the original thrust and flow, the excitement.
Poets like Carl Sandburg, Robinson Jeffers, Edgar Lee Masters, and of
course Lawrence, gave me a justification for writing in this way. But
many a time I was told "it isn't poetry". Walter Murdoch for one. However, I began to see the need for some kind of formal discipline. Since
the forties, I've tried to retain the freedom and aliveness of the original
thrust and at the same time pay more attention to form and structure.
Would you say that the sort of form and structure that you are talking
about is form and structure in one's own life? There is that sort of
asceticism of observation that controls the way you see the world.
Remember, we were talking today about the hours you have to spend
before you will suddenly see the ant walking up the stalk, the spider in
the web, and that's what gives a sense of solidity to your poems because
you blot out everything else except the object you are looking at.

BB:
WHS:

VB:
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WHS:

Yes, this may have led to my need to strip a poem down to essentials,
economise with words. I have written a few longish poems, but these
were done more as an exercise than anything else. That 'Sestina' in The
Talking Clothes for instance. Something the Japanese understand is that
the words you use to write a poem destroy the poetry. So my poetry
became more and more stripped down. Then I found I'd lost something
else, the work of art itself, its texture, its weight.

VB:

You can't imitate Japanese Haiku in English?

WHS:

No you can't, but you can learn much, from masters like Buson, Basho,
Issa. People today are inclined to read a poem visually, straight off the
page as if it were just printing. Japanese poetry is, or was, strongly visual,
in the calligraphic sense. The sound of the Haiku was also important.
What I'm trying to do now is to pay attention to the total sound
pattern of the poem, and that takes a lot of ... re-saying over and over
to myself out loud. My new poems are full of interlocking sounds,
internal rhyme. In this way, seemingly free poems are really solidly
structured.
Chris Wallace-Crabbe used a phrase about your poetry, I don't know
whether you've seen it, "Quiet poetry of observed fact". To an extent
that makes sense to me, but there may be something more that you want
to say about it.
Just that ... and being currently absorbed in a book, a Japanese book,
about the relation of Haiku to Zen ... what I'm after is poetry, not
literature. Does that make sense?
Yes. What you're saying is ... what you want is raw experience, not
talking a bout it.
Yes. But I'm not saying I think all poets should behave this way. This is
just my particular way.
This is where you part company with A. D. Hope. Where you would
agree with him in a number of ways you part company with him in that
respect. He would see things often through a prism of European literature
and you would perhaps be closer to objects, to freshly experienced perceptions and to literature from the "East".
It's strange you should say that. I was about to paraphrase you. From
as far back as I can rem em ber I've always had a strong affinity with
"Eastern" culture. I felt a distinct and profound difference in the way
the "East" looks at the world, accepts life. This gave me the basis for
my Columbus poems. I found that where this "Eastern" something
emerges in Sufism, in Arab poetry, Spanish-Moorish poetry, in Japanese
and Chinese, then I respond with a sort of instinctive understanding.
I have a foot in the "Western" camp too. I'm a radio mechanic by trade.
It occurred to me a way back that the world is still flat, psychologically
speaking: two directions, one east, the other west. Of course, whichever
way you go, and keep on going, you find yourself back where you started.
This idea prompted the Columbus sequence.
In one poem in The Talking Clothes you mention looking in a different
direction. If I may quote: "Now and then concentrating/on the very
small,/focuss.ing my attention/on a very small area/Like this crack in
sandstone/perpetually wet with seepage." You're not looking outwards,
to the vast spaces. You are deliberately restricting your vision. I think
the same was true as far back as your Columbus poems, wasn't it ... that
you were using small objects to suggest another kind of vastness?

BB:
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My father's eldest brother was a scholar, a clergyman, and a keen microscopist. He let me have his microscope, and at the age of twelve ... well,
it was marvellous. This great big brass thing turned up in New Zealand in
a big crate. I quickly learned to use it. It seems to me we cut ourselves
off from a vast area of experience simply by not looking in this other
direction. In the diatoms, for instance, you've only got to look at the
exquisitely perfect structure and order there.
A search for order?
My adolescent and pre-adolescent world was one of continual uprootings,
readjustment to different environments, from England to Scotland, back
again to England. Then to New Zealand. One mixed it in playgrounds
where the accent might be predominantly a cockney one, or a Scots one.
After Scotland I was packed off at the age of ten to a boarding school
in the south of England, a prep. school for Marlborough Public School.
My cockney cum Scots was outre there and I had it knocked out of me.
This all came to a sudden end and I found myself once again in a playground where cockney was the thing. Again I was conspicuous, teased.
No sooner had I readjusted, more or less, than father's relatives packed
us all off to New Zealand and the process, at the age of twelve, began
all over again. It wasn't only places, it was up and down the social
ladder as well. I never knew who I really was or who I was supposed
to be.
Mother was of country stock, a maid. Father was upper middle class. He
and his brothers were either academics or had professions. I was a complete misfit. No wonder the search for order. I think I first found it in
this microscopic world, the world of the very small. May I go on
talking?-At about the same time I think I found it also in painting. I
started out painting watercolours. What you have in a painting is first
a frame, and within that frame the various elements of form-line,
colour, light and dark, come together and are made to sing together as
a unity. Again, order out of chaos. The trouble now is that the limiting
frame, as it were, is too vast and it's all the time getting vaster and
vaster. And there's more and more material, data, coming in. Once upon
a time, say in that of a scholar of the Middle Ages, he knew where his
frame was and how big it was. His data might have been a little odd to
our way of thinking, but at least he could relate one thing to another in
an orderly and systematic way. May I continue?
If the 'Observation' poem recalls my early discovery of microscopes,
then another one, 'Jigsaw Puzzle', may also show how early childhood
experiences can be so tremendously important to one later. We used to
belong to a jigsaw puzzle lending library! Father used to come home
from town on Saturdays with two or three string bags full of pieces,
all loose. We had no picture guide to go by; and this is important. The
first thing we did was tip all the pieces out on the tablecloth and turn
them all right side up. Here's how the poem goes:
My father always let me do the sky.
All blue and blue-white pieces fell to my
lot and so were carried to my corner.
Mother liked leaf and landscape, but my father
chose scattered body pieces, head and figure,
the poor dismembered fragments of Osiris.
I see my father's long and bony finger,
my mother's jet black hair, while I,
above their labours, potter with my sky.
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This is all rather comic in a way because, once we'd got all the pieces
right side up, father automatically chose all the bits and pieces of
people, probably because he didn't get along with them very well.
Mother, as her right, went straight for the bits of flowers and trees, and
landscape. She was very romantic. This left me with the sky, which is
quite the most difficult.
My sister, about nine at the time, settled for the borders. She picked
out all the pieces with a straight edge. The corner pieces. were specially
important. Then, soon, we had the limits of our little universe. But at
first everything was confusion. You had little pools, islands would be
better, of order. But everything was out of place-bits of partly
assembled human beings up in the sky and cloudy bits. down at ground
level. Then, suddenly, everything clicked into place.
I'm using all this as a metaphor. In relation to the universe at large,
where am I now? I've done a little pottering with sky, some with people,
and a lot with creatures, flowers and trees. There's order to be found,
but it's a long way off yet. I've got my frame, I think; but nothing's
in its right place inside it.
But you are really starting from a different presupposition to most poets.
In a sense you are starting with the sort of pre-supposition that a scientist
begins with. You don't want to make systems. You want to tell the rtuth
about this minute and let that be; and what you tend to do then is go on
to pre-suppose there is an order.
I've always known, or felt, there is. It's there alright. One has done so
many odd things to discover outside what one instinctively realized
inwardly. For a time I went to all the different religious groups I could
find in Sydney. I either joined or just sat in on services and suchBahai, Roman Catholic, Liberal Catholic, Russian Orthodox. Also
Theosophy. I used to go to the Manor a lot in those days. Then Anthroposophy. I was near enough to being a member of the latter Society.
Then there were the little church groups-spiritist and goodness knows
what. And the Society for Psychic Research. I didn't want to identify
myself with anyone of them, rather to learn something from them; and
they all gave me something. The bits and pieces of a vast jigsaw puzzle?
I was confirmed with the Church of England and used to go to services
twice a day with mother. Father was a Christian Scientist. So I had to
go to both. Again I was confused, pulled in opposite directions. So after
a period of complete rejection of Christianity I started reading deeply
into Eastern religions. Finally I discovered a system of ideas that satisfied
me. I have reason to believe it was originally Sufi derived.
Why really do you think you turned so early to art, painting first, and
then poetry?
My wife gave me a possible clue the other day when she remarked that,
not necessarily underprivileged children, but those who have experienced
difficulties in childhood just like this inability of mine to relate to society,
to find a secure identity, attempt art. They want to prove their worth
in some way, to be someone. Art, I suppose, offers a possible means.
So, at the age of ten, I started to paint. Watercolours. And they were
pretty awful. I still have my original sketchbook. Mother encouraged me.
Thought I was a genius in the making. So did I, until I realized I just had
no real talent. Then came this sudden switch to poetry, much, much later,
when I was 21. But I've always loved painting and find I get on better
with painters than I do with poets, as a rule.
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I had difficulty understanding anything but representational painting for
a long time. One day, in Sydney, I saw an advertisement in the paper by
a Desiderius Orban, an expatriate Hungarian painter, advertising for
pupils. I went to him and said, "I don't understand this abstract painting.
Can you help me? Can we argue? I don't want to learn to paint. Besides,
I can't draw!"
"Good." he said. "Then you might become a painter."
Anyhow, I went along regularly on Saturday afternoons and paid my fee
and we argued for an hour. We had a marvellous time. He put forward
all the arguments for his way of seeing things ". as a painter. Highly
abstract and, to me, very sophisticated, and meaningless. And I opposed
his arguments. Painting to me then was simply the skilled representation
of the actual world. He won. Orban gave me new eyes.
I know now my way around fairly well and can name and place in their
correct period the works of most of the master painters. In New Zealand,
when this became known to my Adult Education district director, my
boss, he asked me if I'd rewrite their Box Course on the History of
Painting. In a weak moment I said yes. Then thought about it afterwards. Afterthoughts and misgivings. But I did it and, my goodness,
after it was done, I really did feel I knew a little bit more.
Which Australian painters are your favourites in recreating the environment?
I would have to think about that because I continue to see things differently. I remember Nolan excited me very much, thanks to Orban. He had
something of "spirit of place" but he also had a great sense of history
too. His approach may be something like mine. I don't know. But he
seems to do all the looking, the thinking and pondering first and then
down it goes in a rush, like Chinese painters, and Japanese. Too many
other painters, I think, think as they go. And poets too.
Have you anything to say about the sort of experiments you have done
recently in the breaking down of language, or syntax, as in poems like
"Scramasax"?
Yes. I thought I'd experiment with lateral thinking, free association, for
a change from linear thinking. There are more to come, still to be worked
on and typed into a final version. A scramasax is an Anglo-Saxon type of
sword, with a blade on one edge only. Sometimes used as a sickle. On
reading the bare announcement that one found in the mud of the Thames
had runes on one side and Roman lettering on the other, I just let the
mental images float into my mind, as it were, one calling up another ...
but laterally, not in a linear way.
So far you've worked pretty well outside any academic institutions. Now
you are a writer in residence at the W.A. Institute of Technology, is
that right?
No, just a part-time tutor in Creative Writing.
Does this affect your outlook on writing?
Yes, for the better. Less of the ivory tower. To have one or two
students at the end of a semester treating you like a close friend, to see
them developing and doing exciting things writing-wise is marvellous.
What about the Western Australian environment? Do you find anything
distinctive here?
Yes, I do. All I can say is that it's coming out in recent poems. I was
here during the war, with the Armoured Division. In fact, many of the
poems in my very first published book, that slim, Jindyworobak published
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collection I called Columbus Goes West, were written in W.A. The comic
parallel with Columbus sailing west and H -S going west to nowhere on
a troop train didn't escape me, especially going across the Nullarbor
for the first time.
Something about the space, the vastness, emptiness, the isolation, appealed
to me deeply. I always have wanted to come back to W.A.
You don't write poems that are explicitly environmental, do you.
Explicitly ... ?
It's all implicit, isn't it?
Perhaps., yes.
You are not writing angry poems.
No.
Why not? Don't you feel you might be more effective if you wrote a
tract?
No. There are better propagandists than I.
Well then, how do you feel your poetry is in any way effective in helping
the environment?
I don't think my poetry, specifically, can help the environment. I simply
infer that if I have a great love for it, that it gives me delight, that I
revere it, then I'm not going to throw cans out of a car window.
And you think that when somebody reads your poems and has, say, the
sense of a tree as a living thing, then they will have reverence for that
tree?
Well, one would hope so. Is that being a propagandist?
So really, as far as you're concerned, poetry is a mode of being a human
being in that, to get inside one of your poems, you begin to live in a
way that's somewhat different from our western culture in general,
because you are no longer trying to dominate anything. You are letting
it be. You are looking at it and are seeing everything that exists as
all a part of one large family. This doesn't include some of your grimmer
poems, but in your more benign poems ... in a sense, we are all at home
here. We are talking to one another, and we have some kind of mutual
understanding.
Yes. There's a sense of wonder there I think; but also a sense of humour.
I don't think we've said anything about that.
A sense of humour is essential in Zen, essential in Haiku, essential in
Sufism.
Not in Hinduism? It's interesting you left that out.
I don't find I have much affinity with Hinduism, I'm afraid. I'm not
saying humour isn't there. But it's not just a sense of humour, it's a
highly developed sense of the ridiculous. From some point of view or
other everyone of us is utterly ridiculous. One must be able to laugh at
oneself. The Aborigines could laugh at themselves ... did you know
that? I've seen it. Everyone of us is a little child inside. Inside us is a
little child that has never had a chance to be itself.

*
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VERONICA BRADY

Islands of Light: the Recent Poetry
of W. Hart-Smith
We have grown weary of islands
and would like a continent.
In these words from his early sequence W. Hart-Smith assesses. the current trend
and dissents from it. For his avatar is Columbus: all his life he has. been an
explorer, happier perhaps to journey than to arrive. His earlier poems In fact
were largely a record of this process and had about them a certain air of tentativeness. Unlike his contemporaries, A. D. Hope, Judith Wright or James
McAuley, he seemed then still on the way to the continent, the universe of understanding and discourse on which their poems are so solidly grounded. At best,
then, the early poems offered moments of sharp insight, dazzling observations of
an eye viewing things from its own peculiar angle. But somehow, the poems were
insubs.tantial, the self as distinct from the observing eye seemed to have been
refined out of existence. Yet it was precisely this self, the possession of one's "self
flavour", one's awareness of being in the world which was his goal, for like most
poets of the last century or so and like Hope, Wright and McAuley in particular,
Hart-Smith is intent upon metaphysics, upon a kind of restructuring of consciousness to heal the split between subject and object, facts and values. Consequently
until recently he was like his own Columbus, still in mid-Atlantic. The lode star
"appeareth not to him".' In the poems he has written over the last two or three
years, however, since he came from Sydney to live in the hills near Perth, there
is a new note. True, he still writes short, sharp, incisive poems, dependent on a
single image and the result of intense concentration upon a single object or situation, usually some plant, sea creature, bird or animal. But a new presence
informs these poems, a self is there who is ironic and self-deprecatory, who refuses
to impose on his material. He somehow manages to give his own particular flavour
to everything he sees. Although he still lacks the narrative power, the sense of
continuity, which gives the poetry of Hope a certain epic quality, in some curious
way these brief poems convey a sense of life that is heroic in the highest degree
and realize, more convincingly even than Hope's poetry, that ambition which the
latter poet cherished and cherishes:
To re-create the fables and revive
In men the energies by which they live,
To reap the ancient harvests, plant again
and gather in the visionary grain,
and to transform the same unchanging seed
Into the gospel-bread on which they feed.?
1 The epigraph to "Christopher Columbus" in W. Hart-Smith, Poems of Discovery, Sydney,
Angus and Robertson, 1959.
2 A. D. Hope, "An Epistle from Holofernes", Collected Poems 1930-1970, Sydney, Angus and
Robertson, 1972, p. 60.
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Some of the poems "reap the ancient harvests" quite specifically by reason of
their subject. He has written a number of poems set in the Anglo-Saxon world,
for instance, and others treat a favourite theme, South America in the time of the
conquistadors. But by and large this "visionary grain" is a matter of something
more elusive, a quality which informs tht poems themselves, charging them with
the power Hope speaks of to transform the simplest objects and situations and
make them occasions of transcendance. Apart from a small volume, characteristically entitled Minipoems, published by the West Australian Institute of Technology where he teaches a course in writing, none of these recent poems has
been published. This is unfortunate, because these poems seem to me highly
significant, offering a way out of the impasse which seems to bind the other
poets of Hart-Smith's generation and suggesting an answer to problems which
continue to beset younger writers as well. For this reason, I should like to offer
a selection from poems written over the last year or so and to discuss their
significance.
In the first place, this recent work of Hart-Smith's has a quality which the
French critic, Barthes, calls "scriptible" (rendered by his translator, Richard
Miller as "writerly")" as against "lisible", "readerly". It has a freshness of
impact, that is the text becomes an encounter with the raw experience itself, not
the mere response to it, becomes "ourselves writing, before the infinite play of the
world ... is traversed, intersected, stopped, plasticized by some singular system
(Ideology, Genus, Criticism) which reduces the plurality of entrances, the opening
of networks, the infinity of languages"." This quality, this ability as it were to
negate history and recreate the world by revealing its true lineaments, is the goal
of the majority of poets today, and since the time of Chris Brennan, of Australian
poets in particular. Most of them indeed tend to see Australia as the home of
false consciousness of "the ultimate men" "without songs, architecture, history"
as Hope puts it,
"Whose boast is not: 'we live' but 'we survive',"5
yet who are nevertheless called away from the "lush jungle of modern thought"
to that "desert of the human mind" from which the prophets still may come. It is
Hart-Smith's achievement, I maintain, to have recalled us to this desert, re-creating
it in his poems, and he does this both by the peculiar way he looks at the world
and, what follows from this, by his handling of language.
As far as his vision is concerned, one is aware of the maturation of earlier
insights, half glimps.ed but not yet lived through. The earlier interest in mysticism,
in Sufism, the work of Gurdjieff and Ouspensky, in Zen and so on, is now no mere
interest, but something internalised, a mode of perception which has become his
way of life. Thus there is now no question of withdrawing as it were to another
dimension, or adding a touch of Zen as a kind of veneer-as some contemporary
poets tend to do. Rather it is as if he had made his own the intuition of George
Bernanos: "What if life really were the free thought of this world, this world
which appears to be controlled and determined? Life, that is to say, that mysterious and immaterial energy to which modern physics reduces matter itself." I shall
discuss the vision more fully later. At the moment it is enough to make the point
that it seems to correspond more truly to the sense of life as we experience it than
the bland public philosophy of the Lucky Country. For Hart-Smith, as for many
of us, the Enlightenment consensus is breaking down, the universe no longer
appears as orderly or subject to human intelligence. Instead, his is a world of
discontinuities, space is fragmented, objects stand out solitary and terrible because
Roland Barthes, S /Z, translated by Richard Miller, London, Cape, 1975.
ibid., p. 5.
5 op cit., p. 13.
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the links between them are no longer clear, and man himself feels alone, a
stranger in the midst of powers he neither understands nor can control. In the
poems published here, for example, even familiar objects, stone, a jellyfish, a
desert landscape, a snail, an Anglo-Saxon sword, take on an aspect of strangeness,
appearing before us not to remind us of their relationship to us and to other men
and history but as charged with "numen", some inhuman energy fascinating and
fearful. Thus the preoccupation with the heroic world of the Anglo-Saxons is no
mere product of historical fantasy. In fact, Hart-Smith's sense of the world is
"primitive". Poems like "Jellyfish", "Granite", and "Trek' place us actually back
in that earlier world, in the midst of beasts and powers stronger and better armed
than ourselves. The act of reading the poem thus demands a certain heroism,
obliging us to renounce our illusion of mastery and acknowledge ourselves as
creatures in a world which
". . . is larger than you think
and unity is very far away" (Poems of Exploration)
Writing his poem the poet reenacts the primitive struggle to tame the earth,
master the fire, navigate the waters, his weapon being the primal one of language,
the power to put his mark on things. "Scramasax", to be discussed more fully
later, dramatises this struggle very clearly. But so too does "Granite", especially
with the links it establishes between
"Batholith

bold, boulder
build, builder
skill, skull and sculptor."

Realizing the tenuous nature of our hold upon the world, Hart-Smith's poetry
thus looks with some irony at the claims of our technological culture. But, unlike
many other writers who share the same vision, his attitude is a matter of implication, not of a propagandist, hectoring tone of direct commands to "return to
nature". He is always good mannered in his relations with his readers and his
subject alike.
"How to behave
In Poetry,"
he asks in a Minipoem, and replies
"Give things back
What they already have."
Blake could not have put it more neatly.
In this way, then, each poem represents an attempt to rescue the truth of our
human situation from illusion, reminding us that we are mortal and finite and
that our finest achievements are wrought on that frontier where spirit struggles
to assert its mastery of the forces of nature and of history. In this struggle form,
the creation of a language that is more intensely significant and points not to
cultural propositions but to existential verities, becomes both a source and proof
of vision and a moral testing ground-something that A. D. Hope is also
conscious of but unable to enact so completely in his poetry.
To turn then to examine Hart-Smith's way with language. In the first place,
he uses words with a de-creative power as he forces words and metaphors out of
their accepted context to reveal themselves as words and metaphors, as ancillary
to the experience which it is their purpose to render. Thus he tends to break them
apart as it were, making them give way to the facts for which they usually serve
as a substitute. In "Fresh Fish" for instance, the metaphor is the traditional one
of the body politic. But the poem is no mere act of historical reconstruction, a
repetition of traditional insights. On the contrary, the metaphor explodes into the
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human agony concealed by the bland phrases "the Kingdom of the Incas" and
the image of the state as a body as traditionally used.
"The Kingdom of Incas
was threaded with white
nerves and the ganglia junctions.
were posthouses of limestone bricks
with thatched roofs"
But the houses, too, give way before the relentless drive of the poem which brings
us to the runners, the Kings' servants:
"Their hearts. exploded and their nerves
frayed out."
and then sharply, the poem also explodes into its cool but devastating conclusion:
"The Inca in Cuzco
in the High Andes had fresh fish
from the coast on his table every day."
Surreptitiously, the poet has flung us into a political poem, one which rejects
slogans for the human facts. Yet his dis.continuous way of stating this theme,
juxtaposing a series of sharp, brutally contradictory images, forces us to work for
ourselves. Precisely because there is here no sequence of cause and effect but
rather a series. of shockingly discontinuous images the poem is informed with the
sense that everything is already done. In turn this sense dramatises the impotence
of the will so strongly that it calls forth rebellion, the act of recognition itself
becoming a protest against the absurdity of the situation.
Similarly "Altamira" takes us into the cave in which the first artists are at
work. But as the poem continues our delight in the description turns back upon us.
"In the deep recesses of those caves
as in the imagination itself
bringing the outside world inside
under control,
[capturing] the 'bison and deer' "
These hunters reveal us. to ourselves. As they seek to bring the world under
control, so we retire into the caves within ourselves in quest of their secret and
the power to reduplicate their mystery.
Here Hart-Smith appears as a master of metaphor. True poet and therefore
something of a magician, he knows the power of multivalence, that complexity of
response which transgresses. all claims to proprietorship of words or experience, as
symbols tend to turn back upon their user, and he knows this because he has an
ontology to account for his sense of plurality. Thus, to move to the second point,
he is strongly aware of the artificial nature of language as. it is used in everyday
speech, of the disjuncture between language and things. An apparently simple
poem, "Facts" puts this dramatically. Where commonsense presupposes an easy
congruence between the concepts of our mind, above all the mental constructs of
science, and the reality of things., Hart-Smith questions it, asserting the rights of
observation and of personal experience, not to substitute them for the scientific
explanation but to insist on their co-existence and their validity. His quarrel with
the rule of rationality is thus with its language, with the fact that it brings
together fact and sign without responsibility in a language closed by rational and
social, not existential bounds. For him, however, experience is incorrigibly plural,
so that the boundaries between mind and matter and the relationships between the
various levels of being are constantly shifting and changing, renewing themselves
in each act of perception. So, as at the conclusion of "Altamira" the hunter wins
36
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his victory only by means of his adversary, spirit derives. much of its power from
flesh and bone.
"To make the thin straight line of a spear-shaft
in the throat of a deer,
a fragment of charcoal on the palette.
Used the straight-edge of a bone
to steady his hand."
What kills is also what gives life.
Clearly, he ranges himself here with Blake in his. attack on Cartesian intellect,
the rule of Urizen, and in his insistence on the contrarieties. As he says in "Sitar",
existence is multiple in a way which exceeds reason.
SITAR
You do not have to play
all the strings of an idea:
Sitar music:
seven main strings
plucked with a plectrum.
Eleven or twelve strings
not touched at all,
resonate sympathetically
complete the spectrum.
Hart-Smith himself is something of a mystic, interested all his life in the
writings of the Sufis and of modern masters like Gurdjieff, an interest which
probably derives in some measure from his early training in physics. Certainly,
he rejects that sense of the self which results from the classical cogito ergo sum
and places the self as master over against all else. For him, on the contrary, s.elf
is a repository, its highest act not domination but submission.
THE MANGER
I am a manger
or, strictly
an outhouse that houses one
Within me
at least four identifiable beasts:
the ox
for bovine self-approval, a goat
for lively rutting
a lamb for meekness
both real and feigned
and a donkey,
synonym for ass.
And it came to pass
to Mary (maran atha
marana tha
A little Child was born.
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Astounding!Such an event
in a so very
unlikely surrounding.
Here, we are back in the pre-Cartesian, pre-Newtonian world. Man is part of
the cosmos, sharing the same stuff, the same energies even if also tragi-comically
aware of his difference, the difference of spirit, self-consciousness. As a result,
these poems are blessedly free from solemnity and portentousness, from that desire
to dominate both reader and his own experience which besets the work of most
poets today. For though the subjects of many of Hart-Smith's poems are confessional, he treats himself as an object, and is able therefore to see himself in the
"Caged Bear" for example-or "Snail", and personal relationships, as agonizing as
anything in Lowell's poems, in "The Porcupine". To my mind, this objectivity is
all gain since it liberates the reader from the embarrassing embrace of personality
and problems into a larger understanding of what Blake would call the "eternal
lineaments" of the situation.
At the same time, such poems, quiet and unobtrusive, often wryly comic in
tone, are heroic achievements, registering a victory in that unceasing struggle of
the artists of this century, exemplary men as they are, to awaken from the nightmare of history. Not that the alternative dimension the poem creates is necessarily more comforting. But it is one that results from the act of understanding
and the strength of courage. Not the least aspect of this courage, apart from his
renunciation of the delights of indulging in his own feelings, is his willingness also
to forgo the mastery our culture assumes that words exercise over things. In this
respect "Scramasax" is perhaps one of his most desperate, most heroic poems.
This is no record of the imagined past, of ancient battles and tales of long ago.
Instead, it reactivates the ancient and original struggle, the attempt to find
meaning, and makes it contemporary. Daringly, the poet even turns upon his own
instrument, language. Where words today follow social rituals, repeat the complacencies of our culture, he wrestles with them to bring them back into continuity
with the realities Western man tends to ignore. What is involved therefore is the
continual existence of poetry, of the poet himself and, by implication, of the
reader, in the act of creation.
By "hap", the poem begins, in the traditional phrase of the story-teller. But
other voices begin to intrude, the voice of the empirical man who questions the
word in its relation to facts, revealing its artificiality, the voice of the scholar,
attempting to protect himself from his subject by distancing it, the voice from the
past who knew, lived by and now laments the way of the sword.
"Sea is the fishflood. It lifted
the whale's bones on to the mainland
the ocean became turbid
where we were swept aground on the shingle,"
and finally the voice of the symbol, the sword itself which somehow seems to have
the last word, a sheer cold voice speaking of man's forlorn homelessness in a
world where sword and word abide, where man dies and is forgotten.
In its structure, too, the poem is antithetical, dramatising the opposition
between the eternal and the recurrent, between meaning and nonsense as, playing
on the word "hap", reducing it first to meaninglessness, he then restores it to a
new intensity of experience.
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"By hap
that which falls
fitting, convenient.
Perhaps, by hap: happily
Lucky and fortunate That which
falls into its right place
by chance
into the moment's scabbard."
By the end of this sequence, two plenitudes, "by hap" and the sword/meaning
falling into its right place, are thus set in a ritual of opposition. The poem rests
on their opposition, in fact, on an antagonism which is not reconciled and its
achievement lies in holding both polarities together and letting civilised discourse
prevail. The lines
"The scramasax from the Thames
is a literary document of great value"
are thus both truth and irony at the same time. This is an outrageous position for
the writer, I think, since he is attempting the impossible, to mediate between the
blow of the sword which is death and deathly sharp and the blandness of meaning
between the word now and the word as it was in ancient runic script, between
body and spirit, the immortality of art and the mortality of the man whose spirit
fashions both sword and poem. Yet it is precisely this outrageousness which sets
him above the paradox he records but refuses to acknowledge as final, battling
still to establish some understanding, some mastery.
A single sword, a scramasax
engraved with a word-clue
in the Thames mud as it happened
they found a sword.
Mocking man, the existence of the sword also acknowledges the power and the
worth of his struggle.
This is a stoic poem, as terrible in its sense of absurdity as the' bleakest of
contemporary poems. But it is strangely positive also, despite its static note, its
lack of any sense of bodily movement, for in this way it throws the self, the
recording consciousness, into high relief and this awareness prevails, passive,
looking steadily at its situation, accepting it yet also enduring and rejoicing in a
strange way as it endures. Thus here in his own quiet but definitive way HartSmith has realized the project Charles Olson set for the poet, to remake a "Casual
Mythology", which, he says, is "actually to make four things:
"the Earth
the Image of the
the History or City
and the Spirit of the World?"
Our culture, Olson argues, has lost a true sense of meaning, defining meaning
as "that which exists through itself"," what is evident when we see existence as it
really is. His insistence on the vital role of the poet in this, rediscovery of meaning
in fact illuminates the significance of Hart-Smith's poem. For Olson has it that
the poet's first task is to see the earth as a whole, as something "which can be seen
for itself" and be expressed as an image, as an orb, as mind gets outside time and
space and discovers its power. Clearly, Hart-Smith has this power, perhaps most
particularly in his ability to conflate all history into one instant, one image. From
6
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Charles Olson, Casual Mythologies. San Francisco, Four Seasons Foundation, 1969.
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this context of imaginative mastery, as Olson suggests, the poet then advances. to
a proper perception of the city, of civility, as "only the beginning of the earth",
going on to establish this relationship more strongly:
"the earth
is the world, brown-red is the colour of mud,
the earth
shines'"
Hart-Smith also perceives this relationship. True, he is not above mocking
suburbia and the anodynes its inhabitants use to protect them from the earth and
the truth it embodies. "Door to Door Soulsman", for example, plays with the
analogy between salesmen and popular preachers. But mostly, when he writes
about suburban scenes, a magpie alighting on the boss of a rotary clothes line or
cats asleep after a meal while a fantail swoops down over them, the poem offers
an image as sharp and as strange in its very familiarity as elsewhere in his poetry.
For always, this poet drives back to the underlying energies which stand revealed
even in a suburban garden as in the world of hunters and warriors. Indeed the
cruelty and social arrogance implicit in the last lines of "Fantail", puts us into
the same savage environment as that of the Incas or Anglo-Saxons.
And this brings me to my final point: the robustness of this poetry, the objective strength of its vision, its power to endure the scrutiny of intelligence. Unlike
much contemporary poetry, there is no note of eccentricity here, of the poet as
somehow exempt from the rules governing others, exploring his own precious and
peculiar consciousness. Hart-Smith refuses to withdraw to his own private world,
there to perfect his fictions and use them as a kind of Laputa, Swift's Flying
Island, to which he withdraws to enjoy his own feelings and intelligence and mock
les autres. On the contrary, in a way reminiscent of Blake in his vision though
different in his methods, he is trying to rebuild the city, to redirect the course of
history, recalling us to the true social body, the cosmos itself, reestablishing the
communion between him and the rest of creation broken off since the Enlightenment. Not that this attempt is unusual. Since Blake's time most artists have been
preoccupied with the renewal of consciousness and in Australia in particular
contemporary poets like Dorothy Hewett, Michael Dransfield and Robert Adamson are about the same task. But their attempts depend largely on creating a
personal mythology whereas Hart-Smith draws on a more general myth.
Essentially, I believe his world view resembles that of the thinker he so much
admires, Teilhard de Chardin, being a mysticism of matter, an intuition, that is,
that matter is the essence of all good and evil in creation. But like Teilhard or,
indeed, the early Marx, he is convinced that, far from its being inert, the primary
quality of matter is energy, impulse, vital life and that these energies press on
towards higher forms, towards consciousness as the goal of all life. This vision
informs the poem, "Granite", for example. The lines
I can read profiles
of philosophers and grey beards
lizards and gods
and old men
nondescript and ordinary
with extraordinary noses
in these stones"
are not merely fanciful. In fact, as the last lines insist, these rocks are to be
given a human face-that is the poet's task. Moreover, everyman is called to be
a poet, to let his imagination work, repeating in his own finite mode the infinite
"I am", the word of creation.
8
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"Break open a boulder, rust-coloured
and it cries out NOW with its crystals".
These lines seem to paraphrase Teilhard's words: "It is Spirit which saves. and
ennobles matter, carrying it forward and sustaining it constantly in its ascent
towards consciousness, while matter in return allows. Spirit to subsist in it, constantly supplying it with a field of action and something on which to live."9 The
world, that is to say, has what we may call a soul and this needs to be redeemed,
that is, given consciousness and a voice in man. Quite apart from the purpose and
value this vision bestows on the act of writing or reading these poems, it also
tends to liberate from the prison of individual subjectivity, making the objective
world in some sense an aspect of human subjectivity. Even apparently slight and
random observations, as in "Sinking", for example, or "Jellyfish" give an insight
into the energies which govern man as well as the physical universe, an insight
which liberates man from the burden of difference from the rest of creation and
the consequent final responsibility for nature which the Cartesian world view puts
upon him. Against this spirit of domination, Hart-Smith sets a mood of passivity.
His delight in trees, birds, flowers, stones and so on is contemplative. As the
American Indians have it also, he suggests in fact a stone in its silence and
solitude may represent the truest condition of creation. In this way, for him there
are truly books in stones and tongues in running brooks and the universe becomes
a giant parable or, better perhaps, a riddle which man must unravel. Moreover,
solidly grounded in the writings of the mystics, especially the Sufis, as well as in
more modern thinkers like Teilhard, Hart-Smith feels no need to strain, to insist
on his vision as most contemporaries pursuing the same goal seem to do. Where
poets like Gary Snyder or Robert Duncan introduce an exotic note, often making
explicit appeal to various. forms of Oriental mysticism, Hart-Smith is content to
render the world as it appears to him in its "minute particulars"-his early
training was scientific-content, like Blake, "to take the world with him in his
flights". By the same token, this dedication to the particular and the physical
preserves him from that other temptation of the mystic, the frosty calm of
Buddhist Nirvana. Instead his detachment from self-evident in a poem like
"Onlooker"-enables him to enjoy himself as a spectacle both comic and painful.
"Death of a Craftsman", a poem not published here, represents this objectivity,
even about oneself as artist, the role which even Joyce found difficult to look at
ironically. The village craftsman is dead and the people have to decide what to
let him have
"

what he needs
to set up his. workshop again
in the Land of Shades"

The tone is unillusioned, the perspective is impersonal: the craftsman sweats for
others, his eyes weeping at the heat of the furnace, skinning his knuckles on stone
and metal. But when he is dead all that is left is the brief lamentation.
"I do not think he will complain
of the heat of cremation,
being used to furnaces and such
and fumes that make the eyes weep.
I weep for him
and it is. not the smoke."
At the other end of the scale, far less stoic, is "Snail", a poem informed with
the pain of being different from others, too sensitive. Yet there is no air of self9
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absorption or self-pity in either poem. On the contrary, the poet speaks from a
steeled heart, turning aside from personal pain to fashion an image of more
universal validity, thus establishing an empire of intelligence. Truth, "that which
exists through itself", is the goal and his vision pays tribute to it. Man is subject
to, but also finds his dignity in his acceptance of his lot, and fate, his "wyrd" as
the rich Anglo-Saxon word has it.
To sum up then, Hart-Smith is as, aware as the rest of us that he is a displaced
man, displaced in a universe which has no feeling for him, inhabiting a body
doomed to die. But his tone is not gloomy. Rather, it is affirmative, acknowledging
the energies which kill but also create. Aware also like most of us that the great
danger we face in our culture is of dying of inanition of mind and spirit alike, he
nevertheless refuses to romanticize violence. Always, his stance is the warrior's,
the athlete's (reflected in the lithe, intense strength of his poems). He fights on the
frontiers where matter and spirit contend, glorying in the power of thought, and
in the skill, the mastery of form, which masters the forms of matter and spirit
alike. Refusing cheap thrills, fashioning short, integral poems which offer the
delight of a sheer understanding which flashes out in a moment of intense insight,
he, is maybe taking an unpopular course. For where the trend today moves towards religiosity, his belief is tinged with scepticism-in "The Relic", for instance,
he is both believer and sceptic, the modern man wistfully regarding a world in
which simple faith was possible-and he has no truck with drugs, causes or
dramatic personal confession.
Essentially, then, his poetry is profoundly good-mannered in the best sense of
the word: each poem a civilised city in itself with its customs and courtesies,
its laws and its rituals. Nevertheless, despite its unpretentiousness or perhaps for
this very reason, this seems to me poetry of a major kind. At very least, the perfection of the life, the ascetic dedication to truth of form as well as of thought, passes
over into perfection of the art. But this very quietness of tone, steadiness of aim,
also render the underlying vision the more heroic and challenging. It is as if each
poem enacts the encounter Teilhard imagines between Matter and Spirit in his
"Hymn of the Universe". "You called me: here I am. Driven by the Spirit far
from the path on which the human caravan travels, you dared to venture into an
immense solitude. Grown weary of abstraction, of attenuations, of the wordiness
of social life, you want to pit yourself against Reality, entire and untamed. You
needed me [Matter] in order to grow, and I was waiting for you so that you might
sanctify me."?"
The final tribute perhaps is that, having said all this, you realize how little mere
criticism has to offer in comparison with the poetry itself. This is simply not poetry
of the kind which makes it possible to arrange all the meanings neatly to suit one's
own taste like so much furniture. On the contrary, we are left with islands,
moments of lucidity, of life intensified. But these are perhaps finally more fruitful
at the personal level than continents.
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HAYDN WILLIAMS

He Hears of his Father's Death In Wales
He went into the cage for the last time
In a hospital bed, ringed by tubes,
No pithead, no winding chains, no grimed
Faces under lamped helmets, only robes
Of white doctors and the starched sleeves.
Yet still in Wales where a shout from the hill
Could reach his green-black tips, dying he leaves
City and wide corridors for the valley's spill
Over of small coal and jagged stones. He went
Down deeper than the farthest seams that clasp
Their long jet ribbons of coal. Did he then scent
After-damp, hear the death-rattle, the gasp
Of dying canaries, tapping with his stick, bent
Over double, find light and breath both spent?

Fletcher Christian Remembers the Bounty
Trapped on the prow of the fated ship I watched
My face in the clear reef waters; Narcissus
Seeing the haunted form shake with fear, then stretched
His hands to his father's throat. Cutlass
In hand I cried orders, strode the mutinous deck,
Gazed down to the green swell where with bared throat
He stood, my loved Enemy, bowing that neck,
Mouthing his prayers in the small tossing boat.
Was this a God or Devil that subdued
Tormented seas, seared by the sun, to his skill?
Standing proud in the bows those tragic eyes glued
To mine, he drew from me words: "I am in hell."
Around my neck the albatross was hung, my
Crucifix, my father's weight, my Captain Bligh.
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ANDREW BURKE

Tonight
tonight
because i am writing
she treds softer
and the whole night goes quiet
only the clock
doesn't notice
what to do about reality
in the shadow of flowers like years
what to do
always a question
always
where to go
from here
or anywhere
where to
and off we go
speed writing speed reading speed
some gulp of river time
overflowed
let's take flight
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ANDREW McDONALD

Before Breakfast
The customary stance,
water rattling into the basin.
Slap and chafe leathery
cheeks, sigh, squint to watch
pore-hordes open and close
in greeting. Fronded
irides wave like hands
scouring the pupils' black
discs, tunneling back.
Working with best badger
brush, stroking fur on
fur: sleek hairs tense,
tuft, bunch; sprout of
down, grained feathers
cluster round throat and
ears, stiffen to shaleflake,
horn crackling: silicate
scales spatter along jaw,
over cheekbones and foreheadringing the blank yellow
cunning of my tireless
saurian eye. Good
morning, Charles.
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JOHN DITSKY

The War In Heaven
Impulses of divine mind, angels
contend between us, creations
of intellect crackling the air
this hostile afternoon. Not
"good and bad," "black and white,"
these spirits know no plain
dichotomy (we're too far gone
in subtlety for that), although
the fang and saber flashed in our
behalf are no less Armageddon
than that last encounter: all
our skills of spirit, resources
of silent spite, are bent upon
annihilation of the stubborn foe.
We know what's coming, still
we stay the ineluctable
by feigning lack of interestsit in our chairs, pretending
pages turned is reading. But
already bodies bustle in their
tents, strip armor off,
prepare again an arbitrated end.
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Would you mind taking one or both of us?
Thinking of how, going abroad
for the first time, I'd promised myself
touchings of monuments, tactile grasp
of new antiquity; how, unsurprised,
I traced worn flagstones. in Saint Chapelle,
stroked the Rosetta Stone, its dark &
literate solidity,
and, tile among weeds, caressed the crumbling
Baths of Caracallaall as promised, all real.
How, touching you, I marvel
at unpredictable variety, a body never once
expected, twice the same-encountered seen
or darkly (tentative awareness
of posited form, perhaps-in-air); nude,
naked, variously dressed; scented of summer
sun or the indoor fire of a winter's night
-serendipity, they'd call it, but for
reliability
of finds among cliches.
I see myself in standard snapshots-Thameside,
Parliament behind, Big Ben, etc.
Remembering the feel of that black mass,
I can confirm: the picture's true,
and I was there. Seeing the real you
in public, as if in a rapture of tourists,
I wonder: could I prove presence, certify
my having visited, show souvenir of knowledge?
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VIV KITSON

Seven Mile Beach
White beach sand simmers in the sun.
A silent tern settles into the wind;
its solid form warped in wavering light.
I shade my eyes against the pulsing glare.
Kingsford Smith in '33 took flight from here
into legend and myth. But I cannot
conjure that scene's distant reality.
Instead, I spoon the soft slush at
the water's edge, with a child's spade,
building fortifications against the sea.

Hamlet, perhaps
Like trying to define a concept
which is indefinable,
I pass my hands about your face:
its shape and contours and textures.
And when you were in high fever;
and when salt-caked, sea-swimming;
such changing modulations, new meanings!
But always end, thumbs on your lips,
defining my intention
your .... desire?
So I play-act the drama of my blindness,
my inability to know
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NICHOLAS HASLUCK

Departure
To be or not to bethat is the epitome,
pith of the answer
I might have made
if you had raised
the question.
To be or not to bea hand at my brow,
the words lobbed over
the footlights with a touch
of consuming weariness,
brooding against a backdrop
of eternity.
Fortunately, you never
raised the question;
and now that memories
come back to mock me
from deserted stalls,
deserving none, I am
left with some hope.
That is the epitome,
the pith of what I am
now sayingusing my own language
to make this plea
for an answer.
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STEPHEN GILFEDDER

A Change of Heart
I can't find what's missing
or what's changed.
I have checked
wallets valuables clothing furniture
the car for signs. of rust
and checked
my socks for holes.
There is simply this space
unexplained
where something used to be.
M urn reckons I've undergone
a change of heart.
I've thrown out my childhood books
they didn't cover
days that threaten to disappear
before my eyes, the way
a watch-face glows in the night.
Like the obsessed
insomniac owl
I can only sit and blink.
I'm suspicious of others
attending defined and unperturbed.
They ball
like flies around my sweetness
wanting me to draw
from my stock of words
fill eyes with tears
melt hearts
work miracles on blocks of salt.
I simply cannot change the way things are.
So I've drawn myself together
and people say I look OK.
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JOHN M. WRIGHT
In the Fields
In my dreams I've walked the fields
in search of mushrooms,
dragging damp-footed through the thick grass
past curious cautious cattleeverywhere the smell of cow dung,
chill blue sky tossed with cirrus and whirls of smoke,
and sounds of distant tractors in echoing hills
where men hurled bales last Christmas, dreaming
of big-hipped girls
half-out of their skirts
-fresh and brown as hay.

In Northern New South Wales
Northern New South Wales.
spreading its unfamiliar
dusty drying fields
ten days before us
spiritedly overestimating
energy
we laboured the first day
over thirty miles of steep uphill dirt track
no hut or water for encouragement
typically you hoped
we'd find an old country pub
and maybe a trout stream to fish at dusk
high on dust by five o'clock
light alloy spokes spinning in our heads
we careened down a final hill
turned a corner onto sudden bitumen
and stood unbelieving by the mainbar door
of Russell Drysdale's Sofala pub
its yellow unmodernised balconied dignity
holding the village around it
midweek and the hills fold it in silence
only the occasional travelling salesman
and a couple of students on pushbikes
passing through
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MARK O'CONNOR

Whooshpack
The Giant Airspray Pack
is ten mile high;
its holy nozzle
props the s.ky.
Its conning tower
scans home and heart,
zaps strife and dirt
before they start.

STERILIZE YOUR SKIN TODAY
It clears jungles and johns
and airstrips and ponds
(but sets pastries and hair)
removes starlings. and fleas
scrubby lawns and small trees
and unthinkable bodily hair.

PRESS THE WHOOSH-BUTTON FOR WHOOSH-BUTTON CONTROL
It
to
at
in

is available in economy-size replicas
all right-thinking people
reasonable cost
all good supermarkets.

ARM YOUR FAMILY AGAINST THE ENVIRONMENT
The possessor of an All-Rid Pack
need never share his hous.e
with insect life or vegetable
marsupial or mouse.
And the matron's spotless kitchen
smells of proud pine-forest air
which bacteria or lichen
frog or beetle cannot share.
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TRIPLE PROFIT-MARGINS WITH SPRAYGUARD CONTROL

At the Intermediate scale
more elaborate versions are also available
(at corresponding cost)
to s.elected corporations, organizations, and national entities
for programs involving the rectification of the planet
stabilization of Governmental authority
containment of bacterial or colonial subversion
deforestation of malarial or unregularizable areas
enfluidization of unprofitable ethnic mores
and as a last and sincerely regretted resort
the Obliteration of inextricable positions.

WARD OFF INVISIBLE GERMS WITH FREEGUARD
-In a nutshell
programs for all steps material and essential
to the ultimate and general environmental development
of an all-new rot-free world.

RIGHTNESS FALLS FROM THE AIR
The Airspray craze
fills this age

CLEANS AND KILLS AS IT DE-ODORIZES
It's high-I.Q. and values-free
I think it's either it or me.
This poem is now available in pressure-pack.
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MARK O'CONNOR

Faustus
John Faustus was a peasant's son,
a lad of brilliant mind,
whose wit might one day shake the world
and make the past seem blind.
Proud Satan saw the menace
and Mephistophilis was sent
to offer anything at all
to change the young man's bent.
He offered wealth and power
and women by the score,
but young Faustus was untempted
and the Tempter came no more.
But one day an aged scholar
came from Wittenberg with gold;
John's growing fame had reached them there,
he was summoned to the fold.
"We'll show him all our libraries,
he can find all knowledge there;
and if he's half the man we've heardhe'll win a professor's chair."
So Faustus went and studied
every tome in that vicinity;
and then he ploughed through the long course
to be made Doctor of Divinity.
Then some twenty years he laboured on
his great Approaches to the Trinity,
with its full critique of all earlier work
and footnotes to infinity.
Now Faustus lectures every day
on quiddity and essence.
The outdated Hippo rambles on
to the boredom of his students.
And now Faustus is a fat slow don
of universal fame;
and the Tempter knows that his soul will roast
and the world be much the same
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MARK O'CONNOR

Terns over Heron Island
Black shapes overhead,
sharp scimitar crosses in pairs
cruising afloat on an evening sky;
falcate wings edged like death's sickle,
velvet-black as devil's horn, and
tip-hooked like an eagle's beak;
such wicked high silent silhouettes to come
sidling over our green-gray even-gloom cay.
If the black riders could take shapes of the air
they would be these

SHANE W. B. McCAULEY

Tarot
She sat alone at the table staring at her tarot cards.
Her face was misty and dead, a phallus reflected in
her eyes. Time hung like cobwebs in her mouth. I entered
her room a shadow and left it as doomed as Orpheus.
Along the corridor I walked, hearing a sound like silver
spoons clinking in my ears. How many times in the pathways
of the night will I fall in love with fortune-tellers?
Enmeshed in the machinery of her presence I was lost;
and she was a mystery to me who had created her. And I
blazed with desire for my own mirror.
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SHANE W. B. McCAULEY

Proteus
I can change
but never will
so
like some sea god
I sit
selling prophetic anthracite
bloody stones
that will
oh! like a rainbow
you said
but not so tritely
moving me
a waltz
a tired welter of flames
the holes in a dancing shoe
vatic ide ! I cry
to a distant night
but more profoundly
feeling as if I'm the gaudy cover
of a science fiction novel
no no no
you cannot know
where I am
going
even treading on razor blades
and chanting chants
can you really hear
the black angel dove
of time
dark hair
swept
by gales of lamentation
drinking from
the chalice
mirrored
you smile once more
at me
me?
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GRAHAM ROWLANDS

Aesthetes
Into the universe of language they enter, say
prayers to reflections of themselves they can't see.
Junkyards never crash off their assemblies
in halfline dashes, lethal fullstops.
Mints print no currency. Space.
Lawyers don't handle custody in Latin.
Bills into statutes are rites old as bloodsacrificed lambs
knife as mace, barbedwire as signed assent.
They say]' accuse's a wasted meteor
over late nineteenth century Paris
burned in daylight's invisibility.
Dominion never held sway over wildlife's
pelt, ivory, snakeskin, necklace tooth
nor sceptre and throne over colony.
Topsy never growed. No Uncle Tommed.
To be or not to be revolution
is never in the mind's eye.
They ingest gestate excrete themselves in wordspirals.
winding unwinding rewinding threading unthreading
cocoons vortexes atoms of nebulae, autonomous webs
spun by no spider insects can see.
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ANDREW LANSDOWN

you know?
aiming
the can care
fully
i pushed the old-fashioned
plunger as my brother
placed the lighted
match in front
of the nozzle
a puff of spray
a fuff of flame
the web disintegrated
and the spider lay wreathing
on the ground
who can stand
in the face of technology?
what is left
if the old and new combine?
of course
i did the moral thing
and stepped on himwe are not
barbarians
you know
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A Few Weeks. Later I Returned To Find
nearly half the stem decked out
in white down. It looked like a sparkler
or a welding rod burning
upward from the bottom.
The lime-green, finch-beaked buds
further towards the tip
were also beginning to spark.
The white, cotton-thread stamens
were awkwardly capped
with tiny yellow vulvars of pollen.
Centred in the stamens,
the shorter stylus-surrounded,
and at times, covered
by a glistening glob of transparent nectar
which, in turn, was caught in the cu p-pit
of the six guardian stamens.
I thought each flower had mysteriously
caught last night's dewso I put my tongue to it
(Descartes would not have approved) to see:
it was a powerful, honey-thick
nectar. The odour was a heavy
sweetness. I wiped the pollen from my nose.
Blackboy,
the compact, coarse sandpaper
of your flower-spear
has turned to softness.
Later
the seeds will come;
then the parrots.
I see the sharp, triangular lengths
of your deep-green leaves
shimmer in anticipation.
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GRAEME WILSON

Twenty-One Chinese Poems on the
Theme of Separation
LI FU-IEN
Never to be heard again,
The silken rustle of her skirt:
Dust along the marble pavements
Deepens to be dirt:
Her empty room stands cold and still:
dead leaves are piled high
Along the silent double-bars
That door stands silenced by.
Peer as one may for that so lovely woman,
Now never shall I find
Lost loveliness. lost ease of heart,
Lost certitude of mind.
- Liu Che (156-87 B.C.)

NOCTURNE
Midnight. Cannot sleep.
I rise and fetch my lute.

And play myself some sadly pointless tune.
A cold metallic wind tugs at my shining sleeve
Whose silken weave reflects a tin-bright moon.
A single crane goes crying into the distance.
Some other bird creaks from its wooded hill.
Whichever way we turn,
What can we look to find there?
Grief,
Unending loneliness,
Paralysis of will.
- Yuan Chi (210-263)
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LOVE
At dawn I leave, by the front gate, thinking of you.
At twilight, thinking still, by the backdoor-slope come back.
Whose words could wipe away what my sighs acknowledge true?
Male on my woman's heart, your image is stamped black.
- Tzu Yeh (c. 375)

SOUTHERN FOLK SONG
On the beach at Lao Lao, saying goodbye,
I marvel at the fullness of the flow.
How comes it the Long River runs so high?
It must be that my tears have made it so.
- Anonymous (4th century)

ALBA
Strangle that cockerel and his daybright warning.
Shoot down that bird, that light-enlisting lark.
I would that night might never come to morning:
Or, at the worst, one dawn for each year's dark.
- Anonymous (c. 440)

PARTINGS
East and west of the walls of the city
We went our ways long years ago:
But then the snow resembled flowers,
While now the flowers resemble snow.
- Fan Yen-long (451-503)

HOMECOMING
Neither letters nor news
Came from beyond the mountains.
Winter went by
And, after winter, spring.
As I near my village
People come out to meet me,
But my heart shrinks back
From the news I fear they bring.
- Sung Chih-wen (660-710)
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MORNING DEPARTURE
The dust lies settled by the morning rain.
In the tavern-yard green willow-trees renew
Their greennesses. Drink, friends, yet once again.
West of the Gate true friends come far and few.
- Wang Wei (699-759)

DEPARTING SON
The loving mother stitches his travelling clothes
Before her son sets out upon his own.
Fearing the length of years till he comes back,
Her hands make sure each stitch is double-sewn.
However deep his thanks, how shall he ever
Repay the debt stitched deep into his bone.
- Meng Chiao (751-814)

TWO PEARLS
You know, of course, that I'm married: yet you sent
Two luminous pearls. Touched by the kindliness
Their warmth reveals, I wore them in my bosom
Stitched to the inner side of my red silk dress.
My family's known for holding its honour dear,
And my husband's spear shines by the very Throne.
I know that your gift came clean as a ray from heaven
But I've given my word, till death, for the length of life.
I return your pearls. Two tears, their like, go with them.
Why did we never meet when I was not a wife?
- Chang Chieh (765-830)

REMEMBRANCE
Alone and sad, I climb the river-tower:
Moonlight like water, water like moonlit sky.
Where is she now with whom I shared this scene
Which has not changed although a year's gone by?
-Chao Ku (graduated 842)
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LElTER
You ask when I'll come home.
No date's been set for going.
Tonight, up here on Pa-shan,
Night-rains are overflowing
The edges of their autumn pools.
I yearn for that far night

When, by some western window,
I'll snuff the candle's light
One autumn long ago
And turn to tell you how I felt
Watching the pools on Pa-shan
With night-rains overflow.
- Li Shang-yin (813-858)

GREEN PARROT
After the rains
the yard turns green with moss.
The cold has starred the walkways
with red leaf.
How still the stone
that pale sun slants across.
Companion me, green parrot,
in this grief.
- Han Wo (c. 900)

GRIEF
Once dropped from cloud, no raindrop can flow back.
To their first source no running waters lead.
When shall this strain of grief at last go slack?
My heart tastes bitter as a lotus-seed.
I cannot sing, whose throat still gulps on pain,
But can, perhaps, express in zither-play
Grief's depth of grief.
The strings say "meet again".
Would that a man could trust in what they say.
-Yen Chi-tao (
-1100)
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YEARNING
You left. I do not know
if you are near or far.
My eyes see nothing now
but grief and listlessness.
The further off you go
the fewer letters are
And, as the waters widen,
the hope of news grows less.
At night, wind-blown bamboos
rap out an autumn dirge
And the sounds of their thousand leaves
stir up my teeming doubt.
I lean on this single -pillow
and, yearning to submerge
Myself in dreams, find nothing.
Nothing,
And the lamp goes out.
- au-yang Hsui (1001-1060)

MID AUTUMN MOON
Clouds drift to leave the evening
clear moonlit and moon-chill.
The Milky Way streams silent
on night's revolving black.
Nothing, this night, this life,
ever, alas, stands still.
Where, next year, shall I be
when that drifting moon drifts back?
- Su Tung-po (1036-1101)

RIVER PARTING
Mountain colour and river sound
exchange their kinds of clearness.
With the screen rolled up,
I wait for the moon to rise.
The sadness of the melody
played in a nearby boat,
The sound of the colour of parting,
gathers in my eyes.
-Huang Ting-chien (1045-1105)
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VIGIL
Below the leaves at the waterside
The late sun slants its dazzling ray:
The water-ripples are rolls of light
Stretched from a thousand miles away.
I stand on the bridge, and time goes by.
A sour wind flicks at my eyes and face
And I watch, as the darkness slowly thickens
Lights going on in the market-place.
Later, lying in an upper room
Of a house so old that the slides are stuck,
I hear through the cool of an open window
Dry leaves fall from the Tree of Luck.
And again and again I rise from bed,
Again and again in the dark of night,
To write these words for the sake of someone
Never to know what words I write.
-Chou Pang-yen (1056-1121)

THE GATEWAY OF THE SWORD
My robe is wet with stains of drink
cross smirched with travel-stains.
However far I journey,
all places leave me bored.
How much of a poet am I?
Dank in the drizzling rains,
I drift on this lonely donkey
through the Gateway of the Sword.
- Lu Yu (1125-1210)

IN THE SEASON OF THE YELLOW PLUMS
It rains and rains in the season
Of the yellowing of the plum.
Frogs croak from rain-pocked ponds
And grass grows green with damp.
My guest, despite his promise
Seems likely not to come.
A falling flower tumbles
On the chessboard by the lamp.
- Chao Shih-hsu (c. 1200)
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BRIEF PARTING
His greatcoat's feel,
touched cheeks with the tears just starting:
Sails set to catch
the night-wind off the land.
They say no heart
need sorrow at brief parting.
How many more
brief partings can I stand?
- Wang Yen-hing (1620-1680)
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GRAEME KINROSS SMITH

Christina Stead-A Profile

The room. She literally jumped across. the threshold and stood panting
with pleasure near the middle of the room. Then with a silent, shivering,
childish laugh, she closed the door, quickly and softly. She stripped off
the bathing-suit, which she hung out the window to get completely dry
and felt her flesh, cold as marble in the warm air. She shivered again with
excitement and went to kneel at the uncurtained window looking out on
the back road, the road into the camp and the hill. This hill was half a
hill. On the other side it fell straight into the sea, part of South Head; the
open sea was not more than two or three hundred feet away from where
she stood. She envisioned it tonight, a water floor out to the horizon, with
a passage strewn with moonrushes and barely breaking at the base of the
cliffs.
"Oh, God, how wonderful, how wonderful!" she muttered half-intelligible exclamations which were little more than cries of ecstasy as she
stood in the window. If someone was. crouching among the rocks on the
hill, he could see her, but otherwise she was safe here. She leaned over
the sill, her round arms and full breasts resting on the woodwork. Her
flesh was a strange shade in that light, like the underside of water beasts.
Or like-- She began to think like what. She did not care if she never
went to bed; the night stretched before her. "I know every hour of the
night," she said joyfully and repeated it. It seemed to her that she knew
more of the night and of life than they all did down there; hunched
Kitty, cheesy Lance, girl-mad Leo, slow Andrew Hawkins, entombed in
their lives. She heard footfalls in the Bay, far off-people going homevoices, a pair of lovers, perhaps, climbing higher up on the cliffs. The
footsteps of anyone going home late to the camp, the permanent staff,
going by the paved road, could be heard long before he came in sight and
so too in the blind road underneath the hous.e.
She was free till sunrise. She was there, night after night, dreaming
hotly and without thinking of any human beings. Her long walks at night
through the Bay, in which she had discovered all the lost alleys, vacant
lots and lonely cottages, her meditation over the poor lovers from the
city, her voluptuous swimming and rolling by herself in the deep grass
of the garden and her long waking nights. were part of the life of profound pleasure she had made for herself, unknown to them. She was able
to feel active creation going on around her in the rocks and hills, where
the mystery of lust took place; and in herself, where all was yet only the
night of the senses and wild dreams, the work of passion was going on ...
from For Love Alone
I

Graeme Kinross Smith is at present working on an illustrated book of profiles of Australia's
major writers to be published shortly by Cassell Australia.
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Christina Stead appraises a Sidney Nolan print in her flat in Hurstville, Sydney.

"We were a big family. My father was a naturalist and a very sociable man, a
member of all sorts of nature and conservation societies. He was often an officebearer of one or another. But to him as a family man a family corroboree meant
just the immediate family. That was enough in any case. There were nine of us."
The deep voice--eandid, wise, warm-makes a pause in the raw, new rooms.
Christina Stead, after 46 years abroad, has come back to live with her brother
and his family in Hurstville, Sydney. After all those years of absence, her new
flat at the back of the house is not far from Bexley, where she grew up until she
was fifteen, and a further few miles of traffic from her later childhood home at
Watson's Bay, where her deeper memories centre. Watson's Bay is the setting for
much of her first novel, Seven Poor Men of Sydney and for the Australian half
of her later one, For Love Alone. It is also the background for the powerful,
painfully direct account of family life in The Man Who Loved Children, despite
the careful transposition of the experiences to an American milieu in Annapolis
and Washington.
Christina Stead was born at Rockdale, New South Wales, in 1902, the only
child of her father's first marriage. Her mother died when she was two. Her father
remarried and moved to "Lydham Hill", a beautiful property at Bexley. The
house there was the first of its type in the district, built of sandstone, with a brick
courtyard off which was a maids' room, a groom's room, a high well, a coachhouse, laundry and stables. The house allowed ample space for her father's preserved specimens of birds, animals and reptiles, as well as a small zoo of living
ones. Christina Stead's father was in particular an expert on Australian fish. "Of
course the house is now a tourist attraction." Christina Stead's mouth turns down
with disapproval and disbelief. "The house is no longer the same-the outbuildings
gone, the grounds too, the villa crowded in by other villas. I believe they've even
developed a ghost of 'Lydham Hill'." As she speaks the chirrup of sparrows in the
suburban backyard is gradually erased by the approaching roar of a plane steadying back in its flight path into Mascot airport. Its jets lacerate the air, then
whistle away by degrees to silence.
Christina Stead was, more than five years older than the eldest of the four
half-brothers and two half-sisters that she gained from her father's second
marriage. As her novel For Love Alone hints, she grew up as part nurse to
them, helping with their baths, seeing them through convulsions in the heat,
reading them stories. "And my father, for his part, told us all stories," she says.
"He'd come up at night and talk to us about folk-lore, or tell us details about
animals and the natural world. I think that was the start of my fondness for
stories. I used to make them up for my brothers and sisters. Four or five of those
ones later got into The Salzburg Tales."
Except for a story, "The Milk Run", published in the New Yorker years later,
Bexley does not feature in Christina Stead's work directly. But she recalls the
district sharply-the Bexley Public School, the long walk home in the heat from
the St George's Girls High School. "You know those scenes," she says, "that
landscape that sometimes runs along at the back of your mind, that bears no
relation to what you're thinking-that is always Bexley with me; the long walk up
the hill from the school. It's very strong."
In 1917 the family moved to Watson's Bay. Today the big plain weatherboard
house there is still in the Stead family, its garden running down to the sea's edge.
It is tucked just inside the mouth of the Harbour, under the lee of South Head.
Below the house the water swirls quietly round the rocks. Over towards the
Watson's Bay jetty dinghies are pulled up on the beach upside down like a row
of babyish bottoms. Then there's the pub and the hill rising behind it across the
narrow neck of land to the cliffs of the Gap that are open to the Pacific. Westward are the smoky towers of Sydney. Far out on the Harbour, not coming to this
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The rambling Stead house at Watson's Bay
made famous in Christina Stead's novels
For Love Alone, Seven Poor Men of Sydney.

Pacific Street, Watson's Bay, the girlhood
home of Christina Stead.

part of the world the hydrofoil, an arrow trailing white, runs past the duck-like
ferries. These days the fishing club in Watson's Bay uses the old waiting shed on
the jetty where Christina Stead as a young woman used to step from the ferry
after a day's work in Sydney. All this was the Fisherman's Bay of Seven Poor
Men of Sydney. All this. was the background to Theresa's restlessness and asceticism in For Love Alone, and to the scathing quarrels and hapless warmth of the
family in The Man Who Loved Children.
"We were in a protected position down below the military camp at South
Head," Christina Stead explains, unconsciously ghosting again the descriptions of
place in her novels. "But in the October gales the sea would start quietly-boom
... boom-until it worked up. You could hear it from inside the Harbour. In a
storm the spray from the Gap would come right over our house. The neck of land
is quite narrow there." She recalls the details sharply-the British-style terrace
houses above the bay where the deckhands from the ferries lived, the cliff paths,
the pubs, the games of football played on the open grass they called "the Lawny",
and the swimming: "We swam year round, except for the two or three winter
months. The grass in front ran down to a sandstone bluff we called 'the Mesa'
and below it were flat blocks of kerosene shale protected by fallen boulders which
made a swimming pool. There was a six-foot tide. We swam there, always with
someone standing up on 'the Mesa' on the lookout for sharks. The water was
nearly always clear. You could see to the bottom. I did see a shark clearly one
day in Parsley Bay, just across Watson's Bay. A basking shark, that was in fact
basking there under the bridge in shallow water."
Christina Stead grew to maturity at Watson's Bay. She moved from St George's
High School to Sydney Girls' High School where history and literature made her
socially and politically aware. But her notions about society came first from her
father's activities-wildlife preservation, State Socialism, his attitude to workers in
the strikes that occurred, particularly waterside workers. "It all affected me," says
Christina Stead. "I had to go to school by ferry, and I saw the harbour stout with
shipping. Our family attitude was one of sympathy in industrial troubles." Her
tendency towards the State Socialist position of her father was extended at school
in the study of the European revolutions of 1848 and the Communist Manifesto,
and in her awareness of the first stirrings of the Russian Revolution when she
was fifteen years old. She gained an Exhibition to study science at the University
and began a two-year course at the Sydney Teachers' College. She was already a
keen reader of European literature, and becoming more and more skilful in the
French language. She finished her training and became a Demonstrator in Experimental Psychology at the College in her final year. Her first teaching experience
was in a normal school. She lost her voice and for two years. worked in the
Correspondence School. Then she was introduced to the teaching of mental
variant children. She has treated that experience directly in F or Love Alone-in
the harrowing description of the retarded girl, Sylvia, whose father comes to
speak about his daughter's prospects with the school's headmaster. "That was a
terrible thing," Christina Stead says feelingly. "She was a well built and
attractive girl about thirteen, but of a very low intelligence. As beautiful as a piece
of Meissen china. And her father had done all he could for her. But we could do
nothing more. Her father cried when we told him. Terrible."
When Christina Stead was again robbed of her voice by the strain of teaching
she decided she was not cut out for it and took up office work in the city. For
some time she had been writing, painting and playing music. She was an early
riser-up at six to write stories purely for the joy of it rather than for publication.
She also wrote love poetry. All this" she stresses, was amateurish. But her first job
in Sydney was with an architect, a kind employer called Weeks, and it was in the
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draughtsman's office at lunch time that she wrote what she considered her first
story-the first one that stood up, that had shape and was complete.
Her yearning was now to save enough to go abroad to study at the Sorbonne.
Like Theresa, her strongly autobiographical character in F or Love Alone, she
worked, pinched and scraped, working as a Secretary in Henderson's, Sydney,
having as a teacher already learned shorthand and typing at night. In 1928,
half-starved and thin, she sailed for London on the Oronsay through the rugged,
familiar Heads close to her childhood home. She did not imagine then that for
forty-six years she would remain an expatriate nor that long before her return
her novels would have made her an internationally known writer.
It has taken many years for Christina Stead to be accorded her full place in
Australian literature. (Her winning of the first Patrick White Prize soon after
her return to Australia can be seen, at least to some extent, as recompense.) For
one thing, Christina Stead explains, her most important books went out of print
for almost twenty years. For another, she was never out to seek, nor was conscious
of, her expatriatism. At the same time, she lived in Britain, Europe and the
U.S.A. She was not adopted to any extent as a writer who treated life in any
one of those countries except in America. Again, it is only now being widely
realized just how sensitively Christina Stead has dealt with her Australian experience in her work. As recently as 1967 the literature committee of the Britannica
Australia Awards was overruled by the general committee when it nominated
Christina Stead for the literature prize-the argument was that she had spent too
much of her time out of Australia to be eligible. Christina Stead's reaction to this
in an interview typifies her attitude. First, she insisted that the sea images in her
work, for instance, came from Sydney Harbour, from the east coast of Australia,
and that her father's stories had steeped her in Australian folklore, history,
geography, landscape. "Australia formed me," she said. "I must be an Australian."
But as for the $10,000 Britannica prize? "Life offers all sorts of chances," she
pointed out; "so it's a question of luck. I'm not bitter. I couldn't be ... I don't
care a bout $10,000, I must tell you ... I like to know a nice person, to love somebody, to write a book, to go to some place I like, like Paris or New York. I don't
care about $10,000-that's nothing to me ..."
Christina Stead's life from the time she reached London as a young woman
makes a fascinating story in itself. After two weeks in London she found a job in
the City with Strauss and Company, grain exchange merchants. Fate engineered
it that the man who appointed her, William Blake, would later become her
husband. Very weak after the privations necessary to reach England, still walking
to work to save for her planned study at the Sorbonne, and fearing that she might
die of illness and exhaustion, she wrote her first novel, Seven Poor Men of Sydney,
at night, as something to leave behind her. But then her job as secretary took her
to work in a new venture in Paris. It was a private American bank in the Rue de
la Paix (the model for the bank in her later novel, House of A II Nations). She
soon came to know her way about Paris. William Blake secretly took the manuscript of Seven Poor Men to the famous Paris bookseller, Sylvia Beach, for an
assessment. Sylvia Beach saw the talent in it immediately. Eventually Peter Davies,
th London publisher, took the novel up. The same publisher was to publish
Christina Stead's first seven books, the first being The Salzburg Tales. "Peter
Davies wanted another manuscript from me before he published Seven Poor
Men," Christina Stead explains. "I'd been to the Salzburg Festival for six weeks
in 1931. So I got to work and wrote the Tales in Paris, as fast as anyone could
write. Paris has an atmosphere for creation. It has hills like the seven hills of
Rome. There's something in the way the air is held there. And by that time, too,
I knew I'd found a way of life that suited me." Then appeared the study of the
seven young men, the left wing radicals of Sydney, some of the characters
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modelled on people Christina Stead had met, others on people heard about or
invented. The principal character, Baruch Mendelsohn, was drawn from her
future husband as she observed him in her first weeks of work for Strauss and
Company in London.
The ensuing years of Christina Stead's life were occupied with her own work
and the interesting business life of William Blake. "Those boys told me everything," she says, referring to her husband and his American colleagues who ran
the Paris bank and of the wheat merchants that she met later on both sides of the
Atlantic. She continues emphatically: "Businessmen are not misers-they're outgoing people in my experience. I'm no good at finance or figures-I make a
mistake on almost every cheque I draw-but with those boys I was on the insideinside and I had a fair general idea of what was going on. Bill was a Marxist, but
that didn't worry the bank as long as he did the job for them. He had a gift for
banking, for dealing. In his game he had to have it-it's like a gift for chess."
Until 1934 Christina Stead remained in Paris, then returned to Britain, and
moved again to the United States travelling with William Blake, to live in 14th
Street, in New York: "Fascinating," she says enthusiastically. "A street of newcomers; South Americans, Greeks, all sorts of others. Very busy. Never stops. The
traffic roars all night and day. That's where I met Ettore Rella, a very dear friend
of long standing. He is a poet. He still lives there.... And I'm still a Manhattanite, you know," says Christina Stead, sitting near her newly arrived trunks in
the Hurstville fiat. "When I went back to 14th Street this year, I didn't feel
foreign at all. I knew everything that was going on!"
At the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War Christina Stead and William Blake
were in Spain. They crossed into France and Belgium where she finished the
writing of House of All Nations. It appeared in 1938. The Man who Loved
Children followed in 1940, by which time the Blakes had been three years back
in the United States. For a time Christina Stead worked as a scriptwriter for
MGM in Hollywood, a dreary office job as she has described it, and crabbed with
restrictions. In 1944 For Love Alone was published and after it three novels that
grew out of her life in America. After the war the Blakes returned to Rue de la
Bourse in Antwerp, the centre of the grain trade. Here she' got to know better
such figures among her husband's business partners as Henry the Lion, who was
a wheat merchant. He was later the basis of Henri Leon in House of All Nations
and indeed of other leonine characters in her work. She describes Henri Leon in
his Antwerp office, dealing, snapping judgements, his desk carrying 14 telephones,
one to Canada, another to London, another to Paris, one local and so on. Not
long after, Christina Stead was in post-war Britain, where the people were still
under severe rationing-"... they looked like autumn leaves; one puff of wind
would blow them away."
Then it was Belgium again, then Switzerland and other Continental countries,
where with her knowledge of French, she felt at home. In 1953 the Blakes settled
in England, living in the country for a time, and finally moving to a fiat in
Surbiton on the outskirts of London. Here they remaind. William Blake, himself
a novelist of high standing by then, died there in 1968. It was a great loss to
Christina Stead, after the years of full, relaxed partnership. She speaks of her
husband as a great humanist, and recalls how, in a cafe in Antwerp ("I had poet
alwa ys; Bill had Madeira") he had read her the first three chapters of his novel,
The World Is Mine. (An editor, listening to him talk about it in the Cafe
Lafayette in New York, had offered him a contract to write it before he had
committed a line to paper.) Towards the end of his life, when his eyesight was
poor, she read him her latest book aloud. After his death her instinct was to travel
to America to visit her husband's friends there again. Then she returned to
London.
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In 1969 Christina Stead visited Australia as Fellow in the Creative Arts at the
Australian National University in Canberra. She visited Melbourne and Sydney
also. Back in Britain she suffered a heart attack, from which she recovered slowly.
Now, close again to the bays and tides of her formative years, her view of her
work is simple: "I write about events at which I've been present, either as actor
or observer-and so you could say it's contemporary life. About myself-no. I'm
unimportant, an observer, a wandering minstrel. My friend Ettore, the poet in
Manhattan, is concerned with immortality. I don't feel that at all. I was brought
up by a naturalist; I know we're brief creatures.. I'm only important as an
observer and because I like to write." Christina Stead pauses. "And for the same
reason I'm not concerned with critics. In any case they talk from their own
minds, not yours. In writing you've got an idea, you go ahead, and sometimes
you surprise yourself. It's discovery. And then along come these friends. They
mean well. They've done their reading. But they fail to understand this one basic
thing. They dig too deep and find what isn't there. They feel they must sharpen
their pencils on every word-but writing isn't like that at all. You know Peele,
the early English poet, talking about dipping into a magic well?
'Gently dip, but not too deep
For fear you make the golden beard to weep ..."
Now that's what I'd say, with all humility, to critics. With me it's the next book,
the next story that's important, not the last. They don't know that."
Christina Stead has always had a love for the short story as a form, as well
as the novel. "The short story is just as hard to bring off," she says. "In either
case it doesn't take long for me to get a first draft, but polishing is the real work."
She composes always on the typewriter, then works, rewrites, cajoles the draft
until the rhythm is right. She reads it aloud to herself as a test. "My novels
usually begin with a person," she reveals. "I think, ah, he'll develop, he's the one,
just as in a love affair. Or like For Love Alone, perhaps a book will begin with a
series of pictures. But still the person is central. I studied Stanislavski for a time.
He says that every character in a play has the power of will in him. My job, the
writer's job, is to let the character develop his will." From that starting point
Christina Stead might do 20 schemata, just organizing the structure, finding
names that are right in her mind for the characters and sometimes researching
background. "I never plan the ending," she says. "It works itself out."
In the case of For Love Alone the beginning in Christina Stead's mind was a
series of pictures. But still the person is central. I studied Stanislawski for a time
novel, as she sees it, is about love, about the yearning for it in early womanhood,
when the girl is timid, doubting whether she will get a man. It is also about the
impulse to wander and explore that she herself felt, living in a seaport city where
the way of escape to the world abroad was constantly before her. And it is about
Theresa's final meeting with a true mate in James Quick-and about Christina
Stead herself meeting her husband-a man who respected her, loved her, and
taught her a great deal. Any connection between this work and espousal of
Women's Liberationist principles is rejected by Christina Stead. Women's Liberation, to the extent that it posits a battle against men, she feels is wrong-headed:
"I love men. I respect their jobs. They've helped me enormously. It's a question
of comradeship, getting along together, it seems to me."
In the case of the compellingly honest account of a family, The Man Who
Loved Children, she felt that the story was too naked to be set in Sydney. "It
shows what home, the family could be," she says. "I didn't intend it to be for
publication. I wrote it at a time when I didn't know what I wanted to do. Then
it came to me. You see, as a child I thought those stories about happy homes,
ha ppy families, were all conventional lies. It was a surprise later to find that some
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families actually got along. Our family got along in a way, I suppose. But my
parents weren't ones to hold back, you see-they were melodramatic, voiced
everything. Anyway, I translated my family experience detail by detail to Annapolis and Washington. Bill and I found the right setting there. We stayed in
Annapolis and looked till we found a house that would match 'Lydham Hill' and
another that matched Watson's Bay. It became a sort of crossword puzzle to
change it all over with details about trees, subsoil, salinity and so on supplied by
the Washington government. At first the book was not a success-then it became
very successful. You'd be surprised at the number of people who say it reminds
them of home!"
Others of Christina Stead's novels deal directly with America and Americans.
Letty Fox; Her Luck. A Little Tea, A Little Chat, The People With the Dogs are
all centred on New York. The four novellas in The Puzzle-headed Girl treat
Americans at home and abroad. Cotter's England, on the other hand, is set in
post-war Britain. And some six years ago Christina Stead abandoned work on a
lengthy, researched novel about a Hollywood type, a Communist, and people she
knew well or casually in the 1930's. "I'd done quite a bit on it," she says. "But
the historical data that my agent asked for made it hard. Writing historical explanations is not my line."
She speaks on quietly, the curtains blowing behind her. The end wall of the
flat is full of shelved books. She often gets up to pick one out, to show an
edition, to read something out. Pinned on her "noticeboard" are cards from New
York, Greece, France, and sketches from artist friends in London. On the table
are two new prints-a Nolan and a Vassilieff. She goes to appraise them now and
then, then settles back to wine and cheese. It is the eyes that are compelling in
her face as she talks. They reflect a civilized mien, a humour, an exuberance. She
occasionally drops a relaxed Americanism as she talks, but there's no trace of an
accent. The roots of her unconscious artistry are explained. She opens herself
to life. And with typical simplicity she comes round to her recent short stories
and her feelings as she writes them: "I know what it is," she says, looking out
at an Australian backyard, paling fences, guinea-pig hutches. "I've always written
about whatever I happen to have run my nose into, what I'm fascinated by. And
the satisfaction-I just thought about it the other day. When I've finished a story,
I feel loved. That's what it is ..."
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BRUCE BENNETT

Judith Wright, Moralist

Judith Wright is an influential presence in Australian literary and social life. In
a nation not given to self -examination she has become a voice of conscience whose
public opinions and judgments, as well as her poetic practice, often seem so irreproachable that younger creative artists have sometimes felt hampered by her
influence even while recognising their debt. Robert Adamson, for instance, has
written that Judith Wright's work taught him that 'Poetry could be both a social
activity and an adventure through the mind's landscape'.' But the influence was
one that had to be broken for fresh growth to occur: 'when the creator finally
becomes an object of devotion, an inevitable desire to break free from entangling
aspects of that love develops and the subject becomes blind to the master's
creation.' In his sympathetic and generous commentary on Judith Wright's work
for the Australian Writers and their Work series, A. D. Hope has noticed the
'nobleness' of her poetry and the 'sybilline quality' of almost everything she
writes." Professor Hope has also remarked the consistency of viewpoint in Judith
Wright's polemic and her poetry," a consistency which is reinforced by the recent
publication of her occasional essays and lectures written between 1954 and 1974,
entitled Because I Was Invited." We can now see more clearly the close connections between poet and public speaker and some of the causes of adulation and
resistance to her influence.
Judith Wright's poetry at its best, more than her prose, opens up levels of
awareness and understanding that involve both contemplation and a changed, or
refined, moral outlook. But informing both modes is an attitude of reverence for
life that makes her, paradoxically, a subversive: or, to adapt a saying about
E. M. Forster, a renegade corpuscle in the Australian bloodstream. Because I Was
Invited shows her concern over these years with the development of a 'moral
ethic' arising from our reading of literature, that could inform our education
systems, our relations. with the Aboriginal people and our treatment of the
environment.
The public persona, the Judith Wright who addresses herself to educationists,
university students or representatives of government, emerges from her various
papers and speeches as a human being whose guiding impulses are both conservative and reforming. She is concerned primarily to reform Australian society
by rescuing the living aspects of its. forgotten past. Her methods are not those
of the rationalist, for she has a deeply held belief in the primal energies of the
human heart. Nor are her methods those of the satirist: although indignation or
1 Robert Adamson, 'Alive and Well', The Australian, Saturday, 7 July 1975, p. 18.
2 A. D. Hope, Judith Wright (Australian Writers and their Work: Oxford University Press,
Melbourne, 1975), p. 36.
3 ibid., pp.6-7.
4 Judith Wright, Because I Was Invited (Oxford University Press, Melbourne, 1975).
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a muted anger occasionally surface in her work, she is usually too passionately
involved in her concerns to indulge in ridicule or the witty aside. Consequently
her public statements are often less entertaining than those of A. D. Hope," whose
moral outlook is more obliquely presented than Judith Wright's, having its roots
in Augustan literature and attitudes to life rather than in Romanticism.
Judith Wright's outlook derives no doubt from her life experience, her sense of
how things are. She would be quick to dispel any talk of the primacy of literature
over life. But literature to Judith Wright is a source of life; and the wellsprings
of her poetic inspiration seem to lie in the Romantic movement in English
literature, particularly in the work of Coleridge, Wordsworth and Keats. This
gives her previously unpublished essay 'Romanticism and the Last Frontier:"
special importance. The essay is a penetrating examination (though not a complete
or exhaustive one) of the transplantation of English Romantic ideals and poetic
modes into Australia. Aspects of the discussion have appeared previously in
separate essays on Charles Harpur and Henry Kendall in Preoccupations in Australian PoetryI but the argument is less coherently expressed there.
The gist of the argument is that the strengths of the early Romantic movement
are apparent in Harpur's poetry, and its decline into second-hand ornamentation
and sentimentality in Kendall's. What is interesting here is Judith Wright's
emotional commitment to the shaping spirit of early Romanticism, with its
emphasis on the creative imagination:
The relation of man and nature was to be found in and through that spirit;
and to early Romanticism at least, nature was a living whole which could
communicate with man, a guide and guardian, a continuing source of comfort
and inspiration. (p. 64 )
Judith Wright relates the fading of that vision, as many literary historians have
done, to the increasing materialism of nineteenth century England and the industrial revolution. Wordsworth's early poetry represents the acme of Romanticism;
Tennyson, Rossetti and William Morris its decline into decoration, ornamentation
and sentimentality. While I share that view, I think that the argument is incomplete without mention of another species of decline in England, which led to the
verse of opinion and declamation of Kipling and Newbolt; and the latter decline
was one which also had its Australian counterparts in O'Dowd, Gilmore (at her
worst), Baylebridge and others. According to Judith Wright's argument, Christopher Brennan's Poems 1913 marked the end of a phase in which English and
European influences were paramount: poets who followed, such as Hugh McCrae,
John Shaw Neilson, Furnley Maurice and William Baylebridge turned back in the
main to more immediate Australian concerns.
What is it that moves Judith Wright to give such close attention to these
neglected Australian poets of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries? Clearly,
her discussions of these writers are more than exercises in antiquarianism. Equally
clearly, they are consistent with the writing of her family history, The Generations
of Men,8 and poems such as 'Brother and Sisters', 'Remittance Man' and 'South of
my Days', in which images of the past are revived gently, reverently and with a
sense of what they can mean for the development of an Australian identity in the
present. Indeed, Judith Wright's family history, poetry and criticism can all be
seen to contribute to our sense of what A. N. Whitehead called 'the withness of
the past'.
5 cf. A. D. Hope, Native Companions (Angus and Robertson, Sydney, 1974).
.
6 Because I Was Invited, pp. 59-80. The discussion IS a revised version of lectures grven at
the University of Sydney in 1958.
.
7 Judith Wright, Preoccupations in Australian Poetry (Oxford University Press, Melbourne,
(965), Chs. I and II.
.
.
8 Judith Wright, The Generations of Men (Oxford University Press, Melbourne, 1959).
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Among the early post-Federation poets, Judith Wright had already published
separate accounts of McCrae and Shaw Neilson in Preoccupations in Australian
Poetry. In Because I Was Invited she has a second look at Shaw Neilson (but
makes no major revaluation) and gives special attention to William Baylebridge
and 'Furnley Maurice'. In line with her belief in the living relations between
past and present in a community, she stresses the relevance of these writers to
modern concerns. Other critics have given them attention, but none with such
insight born of fellow feeling. Nor does her approach imply a derogation of the
critic's function. While Baylebridge's thought-system is interesting (particularly in
its ambiguities) Judith Wright finds a rhetorical 'hollow ring' in much of his verse.
The 'modern problem' which he exemplified is that of using poetry as a 'mask',
not as a 'bridge': making the self vulnerable by cloaking it in an impersonal
poetic rhetoric instead of allowing it to adapt continually in response to new
experience. He is the moralist who doesn't know when, or how, to stop.
The problem with Furnley Maurice is somewhat different. Like Baylebridge, he
was interested in encouraging 'Australianism' in Australian writing and he had
strong political views. The opening paragraph of Judith Wright's discussion of
Maurice 'places' him with beautiful succinctness:
If you accept the generalisation that Melbourne has generally been a decent,
quiet, liberal-minded, civilized place, while Sydney is a more flamboyant and
tough one, you can bring forward Frank Wilmot or 'Furnley Maurice' as an
epitome or exemplification of Melbourne's qualities. His father was secretary
of Victoria's first Socialist group, and Wilmot, in his quiet way, carried on
the tradition of family socialist reformism; it was a solid, earnest, practical
reformism, the sort that carries a brief-case, not a flag. (p. 107)
She explains his belief in everyday language as a natural extension of his belief
in everyday men and events, but this led him towards a poetry of suburban and
domestic flatness; in technique it tended towards statement rather than symbol.
This was 'the peril of the common way', which Maurice himself recognised.
Having in mind her own struggles with the poetry of symbol and of statement
and her concern not to stray too far from 'the language of common men', it is
interesting to observe Judith Wright's attempts to seek justification in Maurice's
verse for the perilous 'common way'. Finally, she finds justification in a view of
the everyday which sees it as 'part of a great pattern of development much more
meaningful and finally beautiful than could be seen in any of the s.mall struggling
lives that contributed their mite to the whole'. (p. 109) Such a view gives signs of
emerging from time to time in Maurice's work, as in the following lines:
As though the coral of the Barrier Reef
In spite of time and thrashing storm and the filth of shags
Could raise in blind compulsion, without knowledge or belief,
A pearly lighthouse over its own hull-tearing crags.
But why does Judith Wright's own poem 'The Builders' have such greater
force than the sudden violence of thes.e lines? It seems to me that the imaginative
penetration of her poem derives from a firm faith, not in the brotherhood of man,
where Maurice sought it, but in 'the quick, the sensitive, the lover'. Her duty is, in
Faulkner's words, 'to the alive, to the red bitter blood boiling through the land'.
Perhaps not so bitter with Judith Wright; but her vision, while like Maurice's in
that it has an evolutionary basis, is yet based firmly in nature, and not in man's
9 Because I Was Invited, pp.115-128 and 107-114. 'William Baylebridge and the Modern
Problem' was originally a lecture given for the. Commonwealth Literary Fund at Canberra
University College In 1954 and was puph.shed In abbreviated form in Southerly, 'Furnley
Maunce: the penl of the common way IS a previously unpublished lecture given for the
English Department, University of Queensland, in 1969.
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utopian dreams, socialist or otherwise, of a better future for mankind. And apart
from the different visions which inform their writing, there is a clear difference in
their levels of commitment to the art of making poetry. Perhaps Maurice's refusal
to take much interest in poetic problems was a result of living in a society that
had low literary standards and expected little of its writers. But as Judith Wright
points out, with some truth, Neilson and Brennan had managed to achieve a
distinctive poetic personality and appropriate technique in the same atmosphere.
The chief shortcoming, she concludes, was in Maurice himself:
It was Maurice's amateurism, not his choosing of the 'common way', that
spoiled so much of his work; mediocrity was not a necessary corollary of
refusing the 'frightful heights and the sounding depths'. (p. 113)
We can only concur, having now as evidence Judith Wright's transformation of
the 'common way' in her own poetry.
In her various writings on Australian literature, Judith Wright consciously
avoids what she perceives as 'academic' criticism. She takes the battle straight to
the doors of the universities in the Foreword to her latest book:
I wonder if it is possible or relevant to engage in academic literary criticism
any more. The real bearing of literature is not in its structure and language,
but in the way it emerges from and reflects our total situation, as individuals
and as societies; and that situation seems to me now, as we increasingly
abdicate our lives to the technotronic state, too urgent for us to take much
interest any longer in the calmer backwaters of critical argument. The writer
is a human voice; literature is a mirror, sometimes even a source, of our
values and our actions, our problems and our attempts to come to terms with
them. (p. viii)
This charge certainly does not take account of some skilful socio-literary criticism
that is beginning to emerge from Australian universities; and there is surely a
place (argues the academic) for calm, unimpassioned assessments of literary
works, in which the critic is not chiefly concerned with grinding an ideological
axe. However, the indictment still has validity: the post-war record of Australian
university English departments shows the strong influence of the analytical
methods of New Criticism, which have tended to cut literary works off from their
sources and too often made the study of literature a sterile exercise in dissection.
Judith Wright's approach is personal and committed and it stresses what Richard
Hoggart has called 'reading for tone and values'.
To those who put the emphasis on standards in literature Judith Wright points
out that these are relative according to the culture and society that propagates
them; and to those who argue that universities should restrict their studies to noncontroversial topics she points out the need for students to understand the values
and attitudes of their society in relation to those of the writer whose work they
are studying. Flying in the face of the 'intentional fallacy' she asserts that it is
more important that criticism should consider the content of a work, the background and situation of a writer, what he is 'trying to do' than to concentrate
exclusively on verbal structure and style. Significantly, her interest is in literature
(and particularly poetry) as an agent of 'truth': the significant writers are 'truthtellers' who can lead their readers to discovery of truths about themselves. There
is nothing new in all this of course: Matthew Arnold also perceived literature as
a 'criticism of life' which could yield truths about man's spiritual and moral being;
and a tradition of socio-literary criticism which includes T. S. Eliot and F. R.
Leavis has followed in his train. What is interesting in Judith Wright's alignment
with this tradition is her application of its tenets to Australian writing. As has
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been the case in a good deal of recent Canadian criticism.!? the model is a
dialogue between critic and writer rather than an inquisition directed by a severe
judge at the expense of the unfortunate writer.
Judith Wright's criticism of literature is closely related to her criticism of
society: the connecting link is her notion of the creative imagination, which
should be nurtured in a literary education and fostered in relations between
individuals and groups in a society. Unfortunately, formal education and other
social situations often stultify creativity:
I am sure that many children have creative and imaginative capacities which
go unnoticed, are neglected, crushed and even jeered at, because of the
material demands of society, too practical an approach to education and the
deadening kind of life lived by their elders. For many children, school is
the only chance of finding some alternative to the television programme and
the suburban way of life. But too often what they meet in school reinforces,
not contradicts, the attitudes they find in daily life. Ought poetry not to be
one of the most important windows they can find on a different way of
thinking and living? ('The Role of Poetry in Education', p. 14).
Her thinking here, which may at first seem conservative in the extreme, accords
with an increasing weight of research evidence indicating the predominance in
school situations. of 'transactional' over 'expressive' or 'poetic' uses of language
and the deadening effects that this predominance can have.'! Moreover, she is
clearly aware of the complex interconnections of language, thought and behaviour:
If the child has had a literal upbringing, he will not only be confused, but
scornful. He will have lost the chance, not only of appreciating the art of
poetry, but of enriching his own life, vocabulary and sense of language; and
language .... rules all our lives and dictates how we experience, and to some
extent what we experience. To be interested in language is to have a way open
into being interested in life, and being able to interpret and respond to
experience in a more complex and varied way. In fact, to have a poor tool
for the interpretation of experience is often to have a limited and povertystricken existence. (p.21)
The aim here is liberation through language, a theme to which Judith Wright
frequently returns.
Education then, is the nexus of her social thinking. She protests at the trends
towards 'fact and rote-learning, with a bias towards the useful sciences.' (p. 21),
but her argument is not simplistically anti-science. In a paper written to commemorate Sir Macfarlane Burnet's 70th birthday in 1969, she makes it clear that
science is not the enemy of creativity. C. P. Snow's Two Cultures had oversimplified the problem:
The real split is not ... s.o much between scientists and literary intellectuals
as between two sides of our own human nature; between the creative and
imaginative, which is shared by scientists, inventors and the practitioners of
the arts as well, and the mechanic or materialistic, the manipulative or powerhungry side of us which seizes. on the achievements of science and transforms
them into technological machinery for uses which scientists themselves, as
well as artists, cannot help but deplore. ('Science, Value and Meaning',
p.196.)
10 See George Woodcock, Odysseus Ever Returning: Essays on Canadian Writers and Writing
(McClelland and Stewart, Toronto, 1970); Margaret Atwood, Survival: A Thematic Guide to
Canadian Literature (Anansi, Toronto, 1972).
11 e.g. James Britton, Language and Learning (Allen Lane, London, 1970); A Language for
Lite (London. H.M.S.O., 1975); Tony Delves, Issues in Teaching English (Melbourne University Press, 1972).
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'The manipulative and power-hungry side of us.' It is that which has virtually
destroyed Aboriginal people in Australia and denied them a real voice in our
consciousness or in our affairs. Judith Wright's way of reintroducing the Aborigine into our thinking is not to restate the violence of the European takeover,
but to coax her white middle class reading public into an understanding of the
actual and potential creative achievements of the Aboriginal people. This, she
admits, 'takes an imaginative reach of sympathy beyond the capacity of most of
us' since the Aborigines have always been 'objects of wonder and contempt'
(p. 152). Her faith in the bridging power of the creative imagination may seem
naive; it goes with a suspicion of the 'scientific objectivity' of most anthropological investigations. But it may just be true that greater truths about Aboriginal
people are to be gleaned from their art work, including their writing (who among
us has read Kath Walker, Jack Davis, Kevin Gilbert, Colin Johnson, Wilf and
Olga Reeves, Dick Roughsey?) than in the mountainous surveys, theses and reports
that proliferate on 'the Aboriginal problem'. At any rate, Judith Wright's approach
merits attention: to begin by listening receptively, imaginatively, to the Aborogines'
own voices knowing that conventions and standards are relative and that the
dominant group in a society has no automatic right to dictate the terms of play.
Like her concern for Aborigines, Judith Wright's concern for the physical
environment is long-lasting, knowledgeable and deeply felt. Now that the environmental bubble is bursting and some politicians are calling for the abolition of
public funds to support 'non-professional' environment protection associations,
Judith Wright's stand is bound to appear vulnerable:
If our times have not
to what is its source,
from which we have
which we cannot help

been kind to poetry, they have been even more unkind
and the source of life and language-the living earth
separated ourselves, but of which we are part and in
participating. (p. vii) .

Soft? Sentimental? Outmoded? Something of each, perhaps, given current cultural
and social presuppositions. But true?
Although the consequences. of thoughtless industrialisation are dire, it is typical
of Judith Wright's whole moral outlook that the slow process of educating public
opinion is her preferred mode of approach. She charges the universities with a
special duty to educate students in ecology; and one suspects her influence in the
recent establishment of a Chair of Environmental Studies at Griffith University in
Queensland. We can see in this something of Judith Wright, reformer and public
figure:
Our institutions-educative, legal, social, economic and political-are no
more than reflections of the attitudes and demands of society, its knowledge
or lack of it; its. priorities. It is these that must be studied and altered, if we
are to change our world-picture radically enough to achieve a stable relation
between ourselves and our planetary resources. (p. 229) .
While we may be disappointed at the impersonal style here (haven't we heard
these things before-and from lesser writers?) there can be no doubt that a truly
radical approach is recommended: 'to change our world picture'.
It is clear in retrospect, more noticeably in the light of her published essays
and lectures, that the world-view of Judith Wright's poetry, early and late, is
consciously set against the assumptions and tendencies of an acquisitive and
materialistic society. Her Collected Poems, which are unquestionably more
important to Australian literature than her occasional lectures or discussion
papers, can now be seen more clearly as in part an attempt, by a socially aware
writer, to educate the feelings of her reading public. This awareness of an educaWESTERLY, No.1, MARCH, 1976
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tive function for the writer is more evident in the later poetry (especially since
the collection Shadow, published in 1971). It is accompanied by an occasional
tendency to 'tell' rather than to 'show' her poetic subject as her persona turns to
face the harsh urban world of the 1970s. The increased assertiveness of some of
her later writing possibly signals a realisation that the tide is running out on her
ideals. But she remains for the most part a vulnerable, feeling personality in
both Shadow and her most recent collection of poems, Alive (1971-2).
Her emphasis must be recognised as quite different from Patrick White's, which
presents Australia as a country in which 'the mind is the least of possessions'.
To Judith Wright, a greater cause for regret is the undeveloped heart of the
average Australian. The central paradox of her point of view, and the major
cause of tension in her poetry, is summed up in her epigraph from Francis Bacon's
Wisdom of the Ancients, which precedes her second collection of poems, Woman
to Man (1949):
Love was the ancient of all the gods, and existed before everything else,
except Chaos, which is held coeval therewith'.
The celebration of that primeval, unifying principle of love, in the teeth of chaos,
is the basis of a constructive and life-enhancing moral outlook which is implicit
throughout Judith Wright's work.
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HAL COLEBATCH

Norman Lindsay and 'The Magic Pudding'
-a Marxist Reading

The present article attempts to rectify a gap in existing Marxist studies of Norman
Lindsay's work by offering a Marxist analysis of his most important, widely-read
and popular book-The Magic Pudding.
A reading of even moderate intellectual rigour shows quite convincingly that
The Magic Pudding served the class function of acting as a rallying-point for
defenders of Capitalism, while itself demonstrating, via the ineluctable emergence
of Hegel's cunning of reason, the impending breakdown of bourgeois and Capitalist society.
The Magic Pudding commences with the young petit-bourgeois koala, Bunyip
Bluegum and his rather feudalistic uncle, Wattleberry, sharing a small house in
a tree. Class conflict arises when Uncle Wattleberry's red whiskers blow in the
soup:

His Uncle refused to listen to reason on the subject of his whiskers. It was
quite useless giving him hints, such as present of razors, and scissors, and
boxes of matches to burn them off. On such occasions he would remark"Shaving may add an air that's somewhat brisker,
For dignity, commend me to the whisker."
Or, when more deeply moved, he would exclaim"As noble thoughts the inward being grace,
So noble whiskers dignify the face."
Prayers and entreaties to remove the whiskers being of no avail, Bunyip
decided to leave home without more ado. (p.10)
Uncle Wattleberry is now clearly established as a reactionary aristocrat, and
Bunyip Bluegum's break with him characterises that world-historical stage of class
conflict epitomised by the French Revolution. Walking along the road, Bunyip
encounters Bill Barnacle, the sailor, and his friend, Sam Sawnoff, the Penguin
Bold. Bill Barnacle's revolutionary and class consciousness had not been raised
at this stage by the Seamen's Union's front-fighters for the proletariat such as
Eliot V. Eliot, and he and Sam Sawnoff are engaged in the unashamedly Capitalist
enterprise of eating a pudding. This is a Magic Pudding, and however many slices
are cut off it, more may be had. The point is so obvious as to be hardly worth
labouring-the pudding represents investment capital and the slices are interest
and dividends. The pudding itself, in accord with the malevolent nature of
Capitalism, is rude and bad-tempered:
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"Onions, bunions, corns and crabs,
Whiskers, wheels and hansom cabs,
Beef and bottles, beer and bones,
Give him a feed and end his groans."
"Albert, Albert," said Bill to the Puddin', "where's your manners?"
"Where's yours?" said the Pudding rudely, "guzzling away there, and never
so much as offering this stranger a slice?"
"There you are," said Bill. "There's nothing this Puddin' enjoys more than
offering slices of himself to strangers."
"How very polite of him," said Bunyip, but the Puddin' replied loudly"Politeness be sugared, politeness be hanged,
Politeness be jumbled and rumbled and banged.
It's simply a matter of putting on pace,
Politeness has nothing to do with the case."
"Always anxious to be eaten," said Bill, "that's this Puddin's mania ..."
(pp. 20-21)
That would-be Kerensky of Australian politics, Dr J. F. Cairns, would have
done well to read this passage before his ill-fated attempt to grapple with the
dark and malignant forces of Capitalism, with all their Machiavellian cunning.
Bunyip Bluegum joins their company, despite strong hints that the Pudding
was. acquired by illegal methods from Curry-and-Rice, the cook of the ship Saucy
Sausage. (Is this. a reference to Imperialism as the highest stage of Capitalism?
Does Curry-and-Rice represent India, whose wealth was, according to both Marx
and Lenin, plundered by the British raj?) In any event, the Puddin' Owners soon
encounter the Puddin' Thieves.
The role of the Puddin' Thieves requires some analysis before an ideologically
correct pronouncement may be made upon it. Are they simply another band of
Capitalists (at one point they set fire to a cow-shed as a stratagem towards
stealing the Puddin'. This, of course reminds. one of the outbreak of the Second
World War, a stratagem cooked up, as the Communist Party pointed out at the
time, by Neville Chamberlain and Adolph Hitler as a pretext for re-dividing the
Pudding of the world's resources)? They may, on the other hand, be seen as
representing a populist movement (perhaps similar to the Narodna Volya) to
redistribute wealth by opposing legitimate revolutionary violence to the institutionalised violence of the Capitalist system. On balance, I believe one must look
at the Puddin' Thieves with deepest suspicion. They later disguise themselves by
wearing top hats (!), and show interest in Pootles' Patent Pudding Enlarger. It is
even possible that they are not untainted by Trotskyism.
Thus far, The Magic Pudding shows itself to be a Capitalist fable. But
Lindsay's own developing consciousness soon began to cause cracks to show in
the superstructure he had so glitteringly erected under the guise of a children's
comedy. The battles between Puddin' Owners and Puddin' Thieves grow increasingly desperate, until the Puddin' Thieves are able to tie the Puddin' Owners'
heads in a bran bag:
... and in despair they sang in muffled tones"0 what a fearful fate it is,
o what a frightful fag,
To have to walk about like this
All tied up in a bag ..." (p. 104)
One can, perhaps, see in this the burgeonings of Lindsay's humane revulsion
from the atrocities of Capitalist conflict. Puddin' stealing begins to be seen in a
socially direr light, as the essentially Capitalist nature of both Puddin' owning
and Puddin' stealing come to be shown more nakedly:
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"A puddin'-thief, as I've heard tell,
Quite lost to noble feeling,
Spent all his days, and nights as well,
In constant puddin'-stealing ...
He stole the steak-and-kidney stew
That housewives in a rage hid;
He stole the infants' Puddin' too,
The Puddin' of the aged.
He lived that Puddin's he might lure
Into his clutches stealthy;
He stole the Puddin' of the poor,
The Puddin' of the wealthy.
(pp. 122-123)
This particular unsavoury specimen is, of course, relegated to the rubbish-heap
of history when he steals and eats a high-explosive bomb, mistaking it for a
pudding, perhaps a prophetic forecast of the destruction of Capitalism and Fascist
lackeys in the N.L.F. rocket attacks on Saigon and Pnom Penh shortly before their
liberation.
When the Puddin' Thieves are brought to justice in the Court of Tooraloo, the
shortcomings of Capitalist and bourgeois concepts of legality are plainly demonstrated. The judge and the usher, playing cards over a bottle of port, commence
to eat the pudding themselves (The Pudding, having developed a revolutionary
consciousness, has been arrested for pinching the mayor on the leg).
The Puddin' Thieves appear by now to have hopelessly compromised themselves. When attacked, disguised in their top-hats, they try to prevent their
disguises being knocked off by crying the ideologically fatal words: "An Englishman's hat is his castle" and "Top-hats are sacred things" (p. 136). Their class
nature and dialectical commitment to Capitalism thus become exposed to all. The
contradictions of Capitalism are vividly shown up in the following dialogue:
"What's fair to one is fair to all," said the Constable. "You'll admit that,
of course?" he added to Bill.
"I admit nothin' of the sort," said Bill. "If you want to catch anybody,
do your duty and arrest these here Puddin'-snatchers.
"If you're an officer of the law,
A constant felon-catcher,
Then do not hesitate before
A common puddin'-snatcher."
"We call upon you to arrest these assaulters and batterers of people
wearing top-hats," said the Puddin' thieves;
"Our innocence let all attest,
We prove it by our hatter;
It is our duty to arrest
Not those in top-hats of the best,
But those who top-hats batter."
"It's very clear that somebody has to be arrested," said the mayor. "I
can't be put to the trouble of wearing my robes of office in public without
somebody having to pay for it. I don't care whether you arrest the top-hatbatterers, or the battered top-hatters; ... (pp. 139-140).
Of course, it is the Puddin' that is finally arrested, and carried off to be eaten
in the police-Constable's helmet. The point is obvious: In the deepening crisis of
Capitalism, the repressive machinery of the Capitalist-Bourgeois State finally
appropriates control of the means of production as its own. Bourgeois legality
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is shown up for the product of false consciousness it is when the judge and usher
begin to eat the Puddin'. Possibly to symbolise the corruption of civic Government, the Mayor has a banana thrust into his mouth by the constable to restore
his courage ("Thank you," said the Mayor, peevishly; "But, on the whole, I
prefer to be restored with peeled bananas."), while the Kulak, Benjamin Brandysnap, speaks of agrarian insurrection in his market garden (At this point, dealing
with agricultural and third-world questions in general, it is perhaps appropriate
to resort to the dialectical tools provided by Engels). What he describes is clearly
the early stages of a People's War:
"On Tuesday morn, as it happened by chance,
The parsnips stormed in a rage,
Because the young carrots were singing like parrots
On top of the onions' cage.
The radishes swarmed on the angry air,
Along with the bumble-bees,
While the brussels-sprouts were pulling the snouts
Of all the young French peas ..."
(p. 156)
Leaving aside the question as to whether or not "Brussels sprouts" should be
read, in the context, as a reference to NATO and the Common Market, it will be
seen that Lindsay was here acutely concerned to depict a deepening crisis of class
warfare, and his own objectively Capitalist position (since the ideas he produced
determined his ideological class situation), could not blind him entirely to the
complexities the world-historical situation (with a little help from the Zeitgeist)
had created.
The puddin' owners, of course, finally a bandon the court, with the Puddin'
Thieves and the usher jammed in the dock, all being whacked with the port
bottle by the judge (what a contrast to the traditions of Socialist legality epitomised in the life and career of Vyshinski ! ). As the story closes, they seek refuge
in an Alternate life-style, building themselves a tree-house over Benjamin Brandysnap's garden, and spending their time eating Puddin', singing around the fire, or
having a "quiet chat" (p. 171). The last named activity is, of course, the most
significant. It is from this dialectical process, we know, that a true, heightened
consciousness of the contradictions inherent in their own life-styles and a valid,
radical critique of Capitalism will emerge.
A reading of this kind reveals the consciousness with which Lindsay was
seeking to delineate his own class position. The Magic Pudding is a subtle and
complex instrument of class warfare, though, as I have pointed out, Lindsay's
sense of bourgeois or possibly petty-bourgeois objectivism led him finally into
prophesying doom for his own class and its interests before the upsurge of new
revolutionary forces. In any event, it is a rewarding work for the Marxist literary
critic to peruse, and the results obtained amply vindicate the methods employed.
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BOOKS
Richard Cornish, The Woman Lilith, Macmillan, 1975, 165 pp., $6.95.
Richard Cornish's first novel, The Woman
Lilith, concerns a young woman's search for
vitality, genuineness and freedom in a society
too often deadening, false and restrictive.
Lilith's migrant parents raised her in sheltered poverty at Suzanna Bay, north of Newcastle, New South Wales. After high school
Lilith left the bay's she-oaks and sandhills, as
well as the fierce religious quarrels with her
father, to become an art student in grubbily
beautiful Newcastle.
At art school the book's. narrator, Richard,
meets her and falls victim to her spell. Her
perceptions, her lack of inhibition, and her
mysterious energy fascinate him. Later he becomes one of her lovers and they live together
in a grimy Newcastle suburb, then they move
to an old gothic-style house in Sydney where
they further their art studies.
Lilith finds in Richard a gentle solidness and
an aesthetic responsibility that she admires.
This solidness keeps her in touch with reality.
She looks to Richard for security and advice
in her struggles to cope with her passions in
living and painting. But eventually she finds
his solidness to be a suffocating weight rather
than a security and she leaves him, first for a
country school posting as an art teacher, then
for a period of wandering in South-East Asia
and India.
Although she has left him behind, Lilith continues to write to Richard, often in order to
retain her sanity. She has become disillusioned
with the possessive love of men and describes
with great tenderness two lesbian relationships
she has. Finally she ends up in Cornwall, the
destitute mother of a deformed child whose
father disappears leaving wife and child to
starve.
The brilliant exuberance of the younger
Lilith withers to bitterness and sarcasm. The
fertility and richness of her ideas, her paintWESTERLY, No.1, MARCH, 1976

ings, her living and loving, become mis-shapen
dreams of death. She suicides by throwing herself off a Cornish cliff.
The tragedy, or the irony, or the perversity
of the book is the very fact that Lilith dies.
The original for Lilith, a woman named Ella
whom the author mentions in an epilogue, was
saved by a tree when she attempted her Cornish death-leap. The reader has a passionate
wish for a tree to appear to save Lilith because
such strength and fertility, such originality and
humanity, should not be allowed to perish.
The chilling, deforming world, which includes
the narrator, has ground out a bright flame.
Cornish's book is vibrant with the character
of Lilith. Her letters and diary extracts are intensely personal in their self-searching and in
their painting of the world around her. Her
perceptions penetrate even when she feels
alienated from the society, whether it be Australian or Indian:
I watch the old women, in hats pierced with
iron pins. They dart along, and stop and
peck at prices, queuing up in Woolworths,
in and out of Coles and David Jones. What
are they really looking for? I even went and
put my nose up against the cold glass window and watched them inside. My eyes
flicking left and right for the humorous
effect inside.
I'm learning to find my way around
Delhi. Today I saw a group of women
working on a construction site-apparently
they live there until the building is finished
and then move 00. They're so beautiful,
covered with fine dust from the soil they
carryon their heads. When they walk they
look so proud in their bleached saris-the
cloth twists around and takes up the shape
underneath so that the curves and folds look
like sculpture.
Richard's narrative also has a vivid and
dazzling quality when he allows things to speak
for themselves. However, one of his faults is
that, unlike Lilith, he often can't relate fully
and humanly to experiences, so he has to exaggerate or resort to quotations from poets and
writers in order to come to terms with the
world around him. He lives vicariously,
through Lilith, just as his narrative often lives
vicariously through the descriptive powers of
others.
In spite of his limitations and his plodding
steadfastness, his attempts to understand and
delight in the mercurial spirit of Lilith are
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gallantly tragic. He never really becomes part
of her, though in love comes close. He tries to
follow her but she can't stay back at his pace.
She slips away-to other lovers, other countries and, finally, to death. His narrative is
obviously an attempt to resurrect her, to hold
her again, but one feels she still eludes him.
At the beginning the story Lilith resembles
a random scattering of vividly coloured fragments, like glass for an old window, which
glitter brightly in the initial glimpses of her
childhood and adolescence, but which come
together and form up marvellously during the
harmonies of Richard and Lilith's. years together, then fall apart again as life destroys
the pattern of their relationship.
Finally it is Lilith's imagination and humanity that lives on beyond the story: her wish
that fruit trees should replace the merely
decorative trees planted by councils in streets,
so that people might eat fruit while waiting
for buses, or her relief over the fact that the
sky can't be dug up and carried away by the
truckload, or her indignation at Job's sellout
to God after suffering with such dignity and
self-awareness and generous compassion for
others.
That Lilith's humanity and vitality are
neither matched nor nourished by the society
around her is the book's indictment of a
humanity which long ago lost its legendary
Lilith, Adam's first wife, because she was too
potent a force in a world ruled by men and
men's gods.
Richard Cornish takes on several difficult
tasks in this first novel. He wants Lilith to be
both vital personality and mystery, which he
succeeds in achieving through his narrator's
searching and sensitive conducting of the symphony of her letters and diary. The narrator is
a detective sifting through the evidence, but he
is also a reference point for the reader to use
in judging the questions of her madness, her
self-destructiveness, her frustration, her unwillingness to compromise. At the same time
the narrator is part of the symphony-a steady
bass for her high-flying treble-and is more
responsible for events than he realises. Her
flight, it seems, is largely from him, though her
string of letters proves that she cannot break
free. Richard and Lilith are two opposite but
attracting poles, and it is this tension that provides much of the energy in the book.
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But this tension lies behind another of the
difficult tasks Richard Cornish has set himself.
By naming his narrator Richard, yet at the
same time changing the woman's name from
Ella to Lilith, he poses the problem of the relationship between an author's reality and his
fiction. The tension created by not knowing
whether the narrator Richard really is the
author Richard, or whether the book is autobiography or fiction, paradoxically contributes
to the authenticity of the book's world as both
real and fictive.
When this tension is released, to a certain
extent, in the Epilogue, where one learns that
Lilith lElIa in real life did not die, a new problem is introduced: why does Lilith die in the
story? The responsibility for the fictional death
seems to lie squarely with the author. Should
he be had up for fictional murder? Women's
Lib might conceivably provide funds for the
prosecution.
Personally I prefer the real life ending for
the story. The universe should have sent its
trees to bear Lilith up when she fell headlong.
She deserved saving.
NIGEL KRAUTH

Anne Summers, Damned Whores and God's
Police: The Colonisation of Women in Australia, Penguin, Harmondsworth, 1975, $4.75.
Anne Summers has some challenging things to
say about women in Australia. The scope of her
work is large, as. she seeks to show how it has
come about in Australia that women are oppressed. Sexism pervades Australian society,
and in the first part of her book she identifies
the main areas of its operation in contemporary
society, while in the second she tries to show,
from an account of Australian history, just how
women have been colonised so that they remained the second sex.
The arguments in the first part of the book
will be familiar to readers of feminist literature. They are generalised and over long. The
very pervasiveness of the sexist ideology in
Australian society makes it difficult to write
about, and the earlier chapters are the weakest.
Ms Summers' originality lies more in the second
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part, in the chapters on the history of women
in Australia from colonial to modern times.
She argues that men have polarised women into
two stereotypes: Damned Whores, and God's
Police. Male views of women as whores,
mothers, and, one might add, crones, are well
known, but the process of how the brainwashing
has taken place so that women themselves have
accepted these roles is of interest.
Anne Summers sees "the family" as the main
instrument for the oppression of women in Australia. "The family" has kept women chained
to the house, the demands of husband and children. Unfortunately, the definition of the family
is not clear. In the first chapters "the family"
seems to be more than the nuclear family of
parents and children and to include other kin,
but in chapter 6 "the family" is the nuclear
group. Furthermore, in her discussion of "the
family" over the centuries, she relies uncritically upon the work of Philipe Aries, whose
views are debateable. Aries argued that the
family in Western Europe became a private
wor ld around the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. Within this world the children, who
had previously been seen as small adults and
who participated in the adult world, were set
apart as somehow different, and the whole
world of childhood was discovered. However,
it seems as if the kind of families which Aries
was describing existed as early as the thirteenth
century, and that although the concept of childhood may have changed in the early modern
period, "the child" was recognised as a social
being different from an adult before that date.
This poses new questions about the changes
which have taken place in the family over time,
and interest has focused on the question of
family organisation, whether the family in the
past was nuclear or extended. Laslett's claim
that in pre-industrial society the nuclear family
was the norm seemed to challenge old ideas of
the importance of kinship networks, but demographic studies may be misleading because they
concentrate on the family at one point of time
only. The family itself has a life cycle, and may
be nuclear and extended at different stages as
children marry, settle with parents, die and so
on. Besides, historians have yet to explain how
family life differs between the nuclear and extended family. Anne Summers' statement that
"The 'nuclear family' as an ideal and as an
actual institution developed in Europe around
the beginning of the eighteenth century" igWESTERLY, No.1, MARCHI 1976

nores the current research on the family in
history.
Nevertheless, the privatisation of the family
is of major importance for the roles of women
within the family. Ms Summers links the development of the family as a private world with
the demands of capitalism. The nuclear family
has advantages for a capitalist economy, but the
relationship between the family, its organisation and its ideals, and the wider society is far
too big an issue to be explained in such simple
terms. Historians are not at present certain
whether any changes in family organisation precede or follow industrialisation. A study of
families in Lancashire suggests that the number
of extended family households did not decline
after industrialisation, but the nature of the
associations differed. Marxist arguments about
the changes in family organisation and the development of capitalism take no account of
other social developments. For instance, in explaining changes in the family in England in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, puritanism may have been as significant as capitalism. Before the English Civil War the puritan
family was seen as a microcosm of the universe,
a small unit which functioned in harmony with
God's purposes and his intentions for a wider
society. After the Civil War it was no longer
possible for puritans to believe that God's purposes would be realised in society as a whole.
The restoration of the King in 1660 showed, as
one puritan bitterly remarked, that "God had
spat in our faces". For the puritan NonConformists, the family became the only sphere
in which it was possible to bear witness to God's
purposes. Tightly enclosed in a world of mutual
duties, the godly families of the Non-Conformists in the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries show a disregard for the outside world.
How they succeeded in transferring their family
ideology to the middle classes in England is a
subject awaiting investigation, but the ideal of
the family as a private group apart from the
rest of society was one which the early settlers
brought to Australia.
The men and women who first settled Australia not only brought their attitudes to "the
family", but also the idea of women as a subordinate sex. Although Ms Summers wanted to
concentrate on the Australian experience, an
appreciation of what happened here does depend upon an understanding of what was happening elsewhere. To write of Australia alone
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does not bring out what was unique in the
Australian experience. For example, the point
that one quarter of all first births in Australia
were illegitimate and that a further quarter
were born within nine months of marriage in
the last decade of the nineteenth century means
little unless there is some comparison with another society. Bridal pregnancy is no new phenomenon: in one English village between 1654
and 1783 40 per cent of all first births were
within nine months of marriage. As for illegitimacy figures, comparison is not so easy because
the figures for England and Wales at the same
period of the nineteenth century are the proportion of illegitimate births to total births.
For the last decade of the nineteenth century
5 per cent of all births in England and Wales
were illegitimate. Ms Summers might have investigated the distinctive features about Australian demography which had social significance. And how do Australian attitudes to
women compare with those elsewhere? For example, in the chapter on the education of
women for motherhood, one wonders if the
struggle for higher education differed in any
way from that in Britain and the United States.
In America the medical authorities tried to persuade the world that if girls did not concentrate their energies on the development of their
biological organs for reproduction from the
time of puberty, and instead directed their
energies to higher education, then they would
simply fail to develop as females at all. One
wonders if the medical profession in Australia
tried to persuade girls to develop their wombs
rather than their brains.
Ms Summers' attempt to write the history of
women in Australia is ambitious, but lacks perspective, and historical works of more limited
scope, such as Beverly Kingston's My Wife,
My Daughter, & Poor Mary Anne, may make
more of a contribution to an understanding of
the position of women in Australia. But the inadequacies of Ms Summers' historical analysis
are not altogether her fault, for the history of
women, and the relationships between men and
women in Australian society, have not been seen
by conventional historians as subjects of legitimate historical concern. Many men continue to
view historical accounts of women simply as
the attempts of women's liberationists, as
spokeswomen of an oppressed group, to provide themselves with a past. Women's past
history in Australian society has been unworthy
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of serious attention. Thus, as Ms Summers
realised, there was little work to draw upon in
writing a history, and her pioneering effort
must be valued as an attempt to open up an
important era of social history.
Furthermore, it maybe unfair to judge the
work as history, since it is also an essay in
feminism. It does fall somewhat uneasily between the two genres. Perhaps Anne Summers
should have followed the example of Anne
Oakley who wrote three books (Sex, Gender
and Society; Housewife; The Sociology of
Housework) to encompass the different kinds
of things she wanted to say. In her discussion
of contemporary society, Ms Summers attacks
a wide range of sexist targets. (A footnote
points out that even the Communist party of
Australia which professes to oppose the institution of the family offers lower admission
prices for married cou ples to its social functions! ) Since the documentation of sex role
stereotyping among children in Australia is
only just beginning, Ms Summers had to undertake her own survey. Differences in the essay
topic given to the two groups of girls rather
confused the results, but hopefully there may
be further work done on this issue shortly.
Anne Summers writes about the roles of
women in Australia with a deep commitment.
Her personal sense of urgency about the issue
of women's liberation is conveyed by the last
chapters. Women's liberation, she points out,
is not about women acquiring male roles.
Liberation is about a change in the relationship between the two sexes, and a rethinking of
their social roles. New options need to be
created so men and women can participate
more equally in work and in the household
and family life. Until there are changes in
Australian households and families, the next
generation will grow up with as clear a sense
as the present generation that the house and
the children are primarily the responsibility of
women, and women's primary responsibility.
Her last words echo the pessimism that many
women feel. When we understand our past and
each other she writes, "the prospect of finding
the ways to struggle for liberation will not seem
so remote", but remote is certainly how liberation appears at the moment. At least her book
helps to keep the prospect of liberation in view.
PATRICIA CRAWFORD
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Sylvia J. Hallam, Fire and Hearth: a study of
A boriginal usage and European usurpation in
south-western Australia. Australian Institute of
Aboriginal Studies, Canberra, 1975 AAS58, 172
pp., bibliography, index, illustrations (including a fold-out illustration of an 1834 set of
engravings of King George Sound, W.A.).
The idea that Aborigines deliberately burnt
areas of the bush as part of a policy of land
management will come as a surprise to many
Australians. Between pages 12-77 of her monograph, Ms Hallam documents with great thoroughness the evidence for the view that Aborigines regularly burnt the bush but limited
their fires to predetermined areas. Writers. such
as Bussell, Moore, Stokes and Nind give very
good accounts of the procedures used by Aborigines, and it is extremely useful to have all
of these statements brought together in one
book.
Early settlers found a land clear of scrub, a
park land with trees: a land teeming with
kangaroos, fit for the sheep which would
displace them. This was a land modified by
Aboriginal usage, particularly by Aboriginal
burning. Fire destroyed the old sterile grasses
allowing a fresh regrowth on the first rains,
fire removed the thick scrub and fallen debris
thus allowing freer movement by people, fire
facilitated hunting. Regular firing, Bussell said,
every two or three years, which the Aborigines
carried out before time had permitted great
accumulation of combustible rubbish, resulted
in fires which were less intense and less destructive than those in the European period. The
general picture is clear, but the practices were
modified to suit the different ecological zones,
and these variations are analysed in the book.

plorers who found themseives surrounded by
fires, claimed Aboriginal malice as a reason
for the fires. Yet other observers were more
sympathetic and perceptive: Stokes, for example gives a graphic account of the Aborigines
burning the bush in which he perceived the
degree of control exercised by them.
On our way we met a party of natives engaged in burning the bush, which they do
in sections every year. The dexterity with
which they manage so proverbially a dangerous agent as fire is indeed astonishing.
Those to whom this duty is entrusted, and
who guide or stop the running flame, are
armed with large green boughs, with which,
if it moves in the wrong direction, they beat
it out ... I can conceive of no finer subject
for a picture than a party of these swarthy
being engaged in kindling, moderating, and
directing the destructive element, which
under their care seems almost to change its
nature, acquiring, as it were, complete
docility, instead of the ungovernable firing
we are accustomed to ascribe to it.
The evidence from the south-west, and indeed from much of Australia, shows that Aborigines and settlers were soon in conflict over
land usage, particularly over rights to fire the
bush. Sooner or later, the Aborigines would lose
out. No firing, no hunting: this may well have
been the basic conflict between black and white
in the south-west, because hunting provided
more than food, it was the basis for prestige in
society. Our understanding of the destruction
of Aboriginal traditional society is as yet rudimentary, but it may have been that the undermining of Aboriginal social values was more
damaging in the long run than the actual physical conflicts with the settlers.

Ethno-history is a difficult subject. If any
of the early settlers bothered to ask the Aborigines why they set fire to the bush, or why
they did anything else for that matter, the
answers were seldom recorded. Thus. Ms Hallam
is forced to rely on European interpretations of
Aboriginal actions, rather than direct statements by Aborigines of their intentions. Europeans could easily miss the point in Aboriginal
actions, and they often attributed fires to Aborigina1 carelessness. The view is still current,
and in 1963, A. R. King concluded from a survey of early literature relating to fires in forests
"that Aborigines were not careful with fire
and must have repeatedly started bushfires".
Settlers who lost their houses or stock, and ex-

The Aboriginal example of controlled burning provides one model for present day res.erve
management. Aboriginal burning was intended
to increase pasturage and decrease woody scrub
since the Aborigines wanted to increase grazing
animals. In the remote part, the practice may
have contributed to the extinction of the giant
marsupials (Merrilees, 1968), and it may also
have contributed to a reduction in the numbers
of smaller animals which shelter in the thickets
or beneath grasses. Nevertheless, there would
be obvious benefits if some of the land currently covered by thick scrub could be restored
to its pre-settlement condition of open forest
park. Would the adoption of Aboriginal burning practices achieve this end? The Forest De-
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partment currently operates a burning programme but it is said that this is carried out
primarily in the spring. As Ms Hallam shows,
Aboriginal burning occurred at the height of
the summer, so the two practices are not identical. A spring burn might be more destructive
of flowers, fruits and immature animals than a
summer burn which might assist propagation of
some plants and lead to regrowth on which
animals could feed. The relative merits of the
different practices are not clear, and indeed the
whole question of the management of forest
reserves raises numerous and apparently unresolved issues. At least one theory explains the
development of scrub by emphasising not the
cessation of regular burning, but the European
destruction of the tree canopy which resulted
in an increase in light at ground level (Beard,
1967). Another suggests that repeated burning
stunts the growth of established trees and encourages suckering, thus scrub. Regular burning
may reduce the risk of the spread of disease
and termite attack according to Wallace, but a
fire of even moderate intensity may increase
this danger (McArthur, 1969). There is still
a basic uncertainty over the frequency of fire
from natural sources. Ms Hallam using satellite
data concludes that the fire resistant nature of
the bush results from Aboriginal burning because lightning induced fires are rare, but
Wallace's evidence suggests that they are relatively frequent and thus that the bush has al-
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ways had to tolerate fire. Ms Hallam's monograph is an important reference for an ongoing
discussion of these issues, and therefore has an
immediate relevance to present-day land management.
I must confess that I found the later chapters
less convincing. These deal with Aboriginal
myths. relating to fire, and a suggested interpretation of Frieze Cave as a site where ritual
fires were kindled. Ensign Dale and his party
sheltered in the cave, and I find it hard to believe
that shelter was not the prime motive leading
to Aboriginal occupation of the cave. Again,
the chapter suggesting a continuing increase of
Aboriginal population into the immediate presettlement period seems dubious, but the major
part of the monograph is very thorough, very
interesting.
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and is 'making a fuss about it!
We are only the third Australian literary magazine to last for
twenty-one years. We wondered how to mark the event without
getting too self-congratulatory. We ended up asking Frank Moorhouse, Dorothy Hewett, Donald Horne, Christina Stead, Noel
Hilliard,

Manning

Clark,

David

Martin,

Hal

Porter,

Andrew

Fabinyi and John Reed to write about our year of foundation,
1954, as they saw it. A unique slice of literary and cultural
history!
We also have at least the real story of the Darwin cyclone: a
splendid reportage by Cecil Holmes. Overseas items are by
Noel Macainsh (an interview with Gunter Grass), John McLaren
and Laurie Clancy.
Stories by John Morrison and D. M. Foster, much poetry, and a
magnificent cover by Leunig!
$6 a year from Overland, GPO Box 98a, Melbourne 3001.
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